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Abstract— We consider downlink non-orthogonal multiple1

access transmission where an access point communicates with2

a set of near and far users via a full-duplex multiple antenna3

relay. To deal with the inter-user interference at the near user4

and self-interference at the relay, we propose the optimum and5

suboptimal beamforming schemes. In addition, we consider two6

different user selection criteria, namely: 1) random near user7

and random far user (RNRF) selection and 2) nearest near user8

and nearest far user (NNNF) selection, and we derive the outage9

probabilities of the near and far users. Our findings reveal that10

as compared to half-duplex operation, full-duplex relaying can11

reduce the outage probability of the near users up to 63% in12

the case of NNNF user selection. With suboptimal beamforming13

schemes, the NNNF user selection shows a superior performance14

as compared to the RNRF user selection for all choices of transmit15

power, while with the optimum beamforming, the performance16

of the RNRF user selection converges to the NNNF user selection17

at high transmit power. The simulation results are provided to18

confirm the accuracy of the developed analytical results and19

facilitate a better performance comparison.20

Index Terms— Full-duplex, non-orthogonal multiple access21

(NOMA), stochastic geometry, beamforming.22

I. INTRODUCTION23

THE spectral efficiency of future fifth generation (5G)24

systems is expected to significantly increase as compared25

to the fourth generation (4G) mobile communication systems.26

To this end, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has27
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been recognized as a promising technology to achieve high 28

spectral efficiency. According to the principle of NOMA, 29

by exploiting the power domain, multiple users are multi- 30

plexed simultaneously to use the same radio resources [2]. 31

Therefore, NOMA deviates from current orthogonal multiple 32

access (OMA) techniques that allocate one resource block 33

exclusively to serve a user. In NOMA systems, multiplexing 34

several users on the same frequency channel causes multiuser 35

interference (MUI) which must be removed with the help 36

of sophisticated successive interference cancellation (SIC) 37

receivers. There is already a sizable body of literature on the 38

theory and practical aspects of NOMA systems, where the 39

compatibility of NOMA with other 5G key technologies such 40

as multiple-input multiple-out (MIMO) transmission has been 41

highlighted [3]. 42

On a parallel development, in-band full-duplex operation 43

has recently received significant attention, because of its 44

capability to double the spectral efficiency of traditional half- 45

duplex relaying [4]. Although full-duplex radars have been 46

around since the 1940s, the self-interference (SI) problem is 47

considered as one of the key challenges encountered in the 48

design of full-duplex communication systems. A full-duplex 49

transceiver can transmit and receive simultaneously in the 50

same frequency band. Therefore, to implement full-duplex 51

transmission at a transceiver, SI due to its own transmission 52

to the incoming signal must be mitigated [5]. Today, passive 53

cancellation methods, e.g., placement of radio frequency (RF) 54

absorbers, use of wavetraps, directional antennas etc., comple- 55

mented by active analog and digital cancellation stages, have 56

been proposed to effectively suppress the SI [6]. Moreover, 57

if full-duplex terminals are empowered with multiple antennas 58

or massive arrays, spatial mitigation techniques can be used 59

to further control the harmful effects of SI [5], [7]. Therefore, 60

SI can be canceled to an acceptable level, and the practical 61

implementation of full-duplex transceivers in modern commu- 62

nication systems will soon become a reality. 63

An ongoing main challenge for NOMA networks is that the 64

co-existence of the near and far users results in a performance 65

degradation for the far users [3], [8]. The performance of 66

these networks however, can be further improved by using 67

user cooperation [8]–[10] or dedicated relays [1], [11]–[22]. 68

In user-assisted cooperative NOMA, a user with a better 69

channel conditions, also referred to as the near user, helps 70

the far user which is likely to experience a poor connection 71

to the access point (AP) since the former is able to decode 72
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the desired information and the information intended for the73

latter [8]. In relay-assisted NOMA systems, a dedicated relay74

is employed to assist the far user [11]. There has been a75

growing body of research that investigates the design of76

relay-assisted NOMA systems. In [11], a dedicated relay has77

been used to design a multiuser MIMO cooperative NOMA78

system with better outage performance. In [12], the exact79

and asymptotic expressions for the average rates of a relay-80

assisted NOMA system over Rayleigh fading channels have81

been developed. The capacity scaling law of a NOMA system82

with coordinated direct and decode-and-forward (DF) relay83

transmission has been derived in [13]. Amplify-and-forward84

relay-assisted NOMA transmission of [14] has been shown to85

achieve a superior coding gain as compared to a cooperative86

OMA strategy. In [15], a detection scheme that can be applied87

in relay-assisted NOMA to achieve significant performance88

gains has been proposed. The work in [16] has considered89

NOMA performance for a scenario where two DF relays90

are used to help source-destination transmission. A two relay91

NOMA model has also been studied in [17] where the relays92

either apply dirty paper coding or use time division multiple93

access to serve two users. Relay selection is a popular tech-94

nique considered in the present literature to combat fading and95

reduce the system complexity. In the context of cooperative96

NOMA, different relay selection criteria have been considered97

in [18] and [19] and these existing studies show that increasing98

the number of cooperative relays helps to improve the perfor-99

mance significantly. In [20] and [21], the resource allocation100

and relay beamforming schemes for the relay-assisted NOMA,101

capable of significantly outperforming OMA schemes, have102

been studied. Several works have also studied the perfor-103

mance of the relay-assisted NOMA in specific application104

scenarios such as simultaneous wireless information and power105

transfer [22].106

Common to all of the above works [8]–[22] is the half-107

duplex operation assumption at the relaying node. On the108

other hand, the complementary nature of NOMA and full-109

duplex can be combined to satisfy the high spectral efficiency110

requirements of 5G and beyond communications [23], [24].111

However, full-duplex cooperative NOMA transmission intro-112

duces several challenges such as SI due to signal leakage113

from the relay’s output to the input and inter-user interference114

at the near user [24]. In [25], a full-duplex device-to-device115

aided cooperative NOMA scheme was proposed, where the116

full-duplex near user assists the base station transmissions to117

the far user. In [26], a full-duplex relay-assisted cooperative118

NOMA scheme with dual-users was examined. It was shown119

that the proposed full-duplex relay-assisted NOMA system120

in [26] achieves better performance than the half-duplex one121

in the low to medium signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime. The122

authors in [27] provided the diversity analysis of a hybrid123

full-duplex/half-duplex user-assisted NOMA system with two124

users. In [28], the performance of a full-duplex NOMA125

system is investigated, where uplink and downlink NOMA126

transmissions are simultaneously carried out.127

In this paper, unlike references [25]–[28] that have analyzed128

two-user full-duplex NOMA systems with and without single-129

antenna relay, we study the performance. of a full-duplex130

multiple antenna relay-assisted NOMA system. The multiple 131

antenna assumption allows us to study the NOMA perfor- 132

mance with different beamforming designs and achieve spatial 133

domain SI suppression at the relay. Moreover, we employ 134

stochastic geometry for modeling the locations of the users 135

and include a user selection scheme into our system model. 136

Similar to [10], the users close to the AP are grouped together 137

while the users near to the cell edge form another group. 138

In particular, we consider two groups of users: near users, 139

randomly deployed within a disc, and far users, randomly 140

deployed within a ring, where their respective locations are 141

modeled as homogeneous Poisson point processes (PPPs). 142

In addition, we employ the concept of opportunistic scheduling 143

which is effective in improving the performance of multiuser 144

networks [29]. Accordingly, we assume that the AP commu- 145

nicates with only one selected near user and one far user with 146

the assistance of one selected relay and consider the following 147

user selection strategies, namely (i) random near user and 148

random far user (RNRF) selection and (ii) nearest near user 149

and nearest far user (NNNF) selection [10]. In this paper, 150

we focus on beamforming design and performance analysis 151

and leave other sophisticated user selection strategies which 152

may further improve the performance as a future research 153

direction. 154

We employ suboptimum beamforming methods such as 155

maximum ratio combining (MRC), maximal ratio transmis- 156

sion (MRT), and zero-forcing (ZF) at the relay, to obtain 157

receive and transmit beamformers which mitigate the SI effect. 158

Moreover, the beamformer optimization problem is formulated 159

and solved using an efficient approach. 160

The main contributions of this work are as follows: 161

• We consider both inter-user interference at the near user 162

and SI at the full-duplex relay and derive the outage 163

probabilities of the RNRF and NNNF user selection 164

strategies, when several suboptimum beamformers are 165

applied at the relay. In order to highlight the system 166

behavior and provide important insights into the per- 167

formance, closed-form upper and lower bounds on the 168

outage probability as well as simple expressions valid 169

for certain special cases are also presented. These studies 170

reveal the effects of key system parameters, such as the 171

number of relay antennas; the strength of the residual 172

SI and residual inter-user interference; user zone and 173

density on the system performance. A key observation 174

is that the proposed suboptimum beamforming schemes 175

achieve the same outage performance for the near users. 176

However, they provide different tradeoffs among the 177

system performance, complexity, and user fairness. 178

• An optimum receiver and transmit relay beamformer 179

design, based on the semidefinite relaxation (SDR) 180

approach, is proposed, where the objective is to maximize 181

the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the 182

near user while guaranteeing that the SINR at the far 183

user is above a certain value. Our results show that 184

with the suboptimum designs, the NNNF user selection 185

scheme achieves superior SINR performance compared 186

with RNRF in all the transmit power regimes. From 187

analysis based on single-antenna systems, it has been 188
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understood that NNNF performs better than RNRF in189

almost all cases [10]. However, with the help of opti-190

mum beamforming and for high transmit power regime,191

we find that the performance of RNRF can be as good192

as NNNF. This is a promising result since RNRF can193

be implemented without knowledge of CSI and provides194

greater fairness than NNNF.195

• Our findings reveal that the full-duplex relaying can196

reduce the outage probability of the near users up to197

63% in the case of NNNF user selection and up to 55%198

in the case of RNRF user selection as compared to the199

half-duplex relaying. In addition, increasing the number200

of transmit antennas significantly improves the far user201

outage performance of the MRC/ZF beamforming design,202

while the outage performance of the ZF/MRT design is203

slightly improved by increasing the number of receive204

antennas. Interestingly, simulation results show that the205

impact of particular beamforming design on the outage206

performance of the far users is more significant for207

the NNNF user selection than that for the RNRF user208

selection. Also, the MRC/MRT scheme outperforms other209

suboptimal designs for scenarios in which the radius of210

the far user’s zone is large.211

Notation: We use bold upper case letters to denote matrices,212

bold lower case letters to denote vectors. The superscripts213

(·)∗, (·)T , and (·)† stand for conjugate, transpose, and con-214

jugate transpose, respectively; E {x} denotes the expectation215

of the random variable x; the Euclidean norm of the vector216

and the trace are denoted by ‖ · ‖, and tr(·), respectively;217

CN (μ, σ2) denotes a circular symmetric complex Gaussian218

random variable (RV) with mean μ and variance σ2; Γ(a) is219

the Gamma function; Γ(a, x) is upper incomplete Gamma220

function [30, Eq. (8.350)].221

II. SYSTEM MODEL222

Consider a network with an AP and two groups of randomly223

deployed users: near and far users as shown in Fig. 1. The224

near users {U1,i}, i = 1, · · · , NU1 , are deployed within a225

disc of radius R1, denoted by Dn, and the far users {U2,i},226

i = 1, · · · , NU2 , are deployed within a ring of inner and outer227

radii R2 and R3.1 denoted by Df , In order to make ensure228

that the performance analysis for the far users is tractable,229

we assume that R2 � R1. The locations of the near and far230

users are modeled according to PPPs Φn and Φf , respectively,231

with the densities λn and λf . We focus on the downlink232

NOMA transmission with one near user and one far user.233

Specifically, in this system set up, there is a direct link between234

the AP and near user U1,i while such a link does not exist235

between the AP and the far user U2,i [13], [26]. In order to236

assist far user communications, we exploit K full-duplex DF237

relays, {Rk}, k = 1, · · · , K , symmetrically deployed at a dis-238

tance R1 from the cell center in a circular fashion, that forward239

1Once values for R1 and R2 are decided for performance optimization,
intermediate users that neither fall into the near user nor far user categories
could be served using OMA resources [10] since the use of NOMA resources
for the intermediate users will not significantly enhance the spectral efficiency,
compared to that of OMA [31].

Fig. 1. The considered downlink NOMA system model with relay-assisted
transmission, wherein U1,i and U2,i are the selected near user and selected
far user, respectively, R is the selected FD relay, and HRR and f1,i are the
residual SI and inter-user interference channels, respectively.

the information to the far users. Randomness of the relay 240

locations might provide further performance improvements at 241

the expense of increasing system implementation complexity. 242

Hence, our model assumes deterministic deployment of the 243

relays [32], whereas random deployment is left as a future 244

research direction. 245

We assume a single-antenna AP communication aided by 246

the infrastructure-based relays where each relay is equipped 247

with NR antennas for reception and NT antennas for transmis- 248

sion. This model with a single antenna AP facilities system 249

analysis and the derived expressions are useful to obtain 250

design insights. Moreover, in the considered NOMA downlink 251

transmission, the signal is processed through a single RF 252

chain and transmitted from the AP antenna. Also, signal 253

reception at the users is performed using a single antenna and 254

a receive RF chain. For a more realistic propagation model, 255

we assume that the links experience both large-scale path loss 256

effects and small-scale fading. Rayleigh distributed channel 257

coefficients are approximately constant over an observation 258

time, T , (corresponding to the channel coherence time) and 259

vary independently between different slots. As appropriate, 260

we define the distance d�# between node � ∈ {AP, Rk} 261

and # ∈ {U1,i, U2,i, Rk}. The bounded path loss model 262

�(�, #) = β0
1+dα

�#
between node � and # is used, which 263

guarantees that the path loss is always greater than one even 264

if d�# < 1, where α ≥ 2 denotes the path loss exponent, 265

and β0 =
(

c
4πfc

)2
, denotes the free space path loss at a 266

transmitter-receiver separation distance of 1 m at the carrier 267

frequency, fc [33], [34]. For notational convenience, if node 268

� is the AP located at the origin, the index � will be omitted, 269

i.e., �(AP, #) = �(#) and dAP# = d#. Before transmission, 270

two users U1,i and U2,i are selected to perform NOMA 271

transmission with the aid of the selected relay, denoted by R, 272

where the selection criterion for user selection and relay 273

selection will be discussed in Subsection II-B. 274
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A. Transmission Protocol275

According to the NOMA concept [2], the AP transmits276

a combination of messages to both users and the selected277

relay R as278

s[n] =
√

PSa1,ix1,i[n] +
√

PSa2,ix2,i[n], (1)279

where PS is the AP transmit power and xk,i, k ∈ {1, 2}280

denotes the information symbol to Uk,i, and ak,i denotes the281

power allocation coefficient, such that a1,i + a2,i = 1 and282

a1,i < a2,i. Since the selected relay R operates in the full-283

duplex mode, it simultaneously receives s[n] and forwards r[n]284

with power PR to the U2,i. The received signal at R can be285

expressed as.2286

yR[n] =
√

�(R)hRs[n] + HRRr[n] + nR[n], (2)287

where we model the NR × NT residual SI channel HRR288

as identically independent distributed (i.i.d) CN (0, σ2
RR)289

RVs [5], [6], hR ∈ CNR×1 is the channel between the AP290

and R and its entries are i.i.d, CN (0, 1), nR[n] is the291

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the relay with292

E

{
nRn†

R

}
= σ2

RI, and r[n] is the transmitted relay signal293

satisfying E
{
r[n]r†[n]

}
= PR, given by294

r[n] =
√

PRwt,ix2,i[n − δ], (3)295

where δ accounts for the time delay caused by relay process-296

ing [5]. Since the relay R adopts the DF protocol, upon297

receiving the signal, it first applies a linear combining vector298

wr on yR to obtain an estimate of s[n], denoted by ŝ[n], as299

ŝ[n] =
√

�(R)w†
rhRs[n] + w†

rHRRr[n]+w†
rnR[n]. (4)300

Next the relay decodes the information intended for U2,i301

while treating the symbol of U1,i as interference [26]. Finally,302

the relay forwards x2,i[n − δ] to U2,i using the transmit303

beamforming vector wt,i. Let ‖wt,i‖2 = ‖wr‖2 = 1. The304

received SINR at the selected relay R is given by305

γR =
PSa2,i�(R)|w†

rhR|2
PSa1,i�(R)|w†

rhR|2 + PR|w†
rHRRwt,i|2 + σ2

R

. (5)306

On the other hand, the received signal at U1,i can be written as307

y1,i[n] =
√

�(U1,i)h1,is[n]+
√

PR�(R, U1,i)fT
1,iwt,ix2,i[n−δ]308

+ n1,i[n], (6)309

where h1,i ∼ CN (0, 1) is the channel between the AP and310

U1,i, f1,i ∈ CNT×1 denotes the channel between the relay311

and U1,i, and n1,i[n] ∼ CN (0, σ2
n1

) denotes the AWGN at312

the U1,i. Moreover, �(R, U1,i) = 1
1+dα

RU1,i

with dRU1,i =313

√
R2

1 + d2
U1,i

− 2R1 dU1,i cos(θr − θi), where θr denotes the314

angle of the selected relay R from reference x-axis and θi315

denotes the angle of the U1,i from reference x-axis, −π ≤316

θr − θi ≤ π.317

2In practice, ideal SI cancellation is impossible to achieve since transmit
distortion noise due to front-end hardware imperfections is not perfectly
known [5]. Accordingly, in our transmission protocol, we consider the effect
of residual SI

It is assumed that x2,i[n − δ] is known to U1,i, and 318

thus U1,i can remove it via interference cancellation [26]. 319

Nevertheless, here, we consider the case of imperfect inter- 320

ference cancellation wherein U1,i cannot perfectly remove 321

x2,i[n−δ]. In particular, we model the elements of the NT ×1 322

channel f1,i, known as the inter-user interference channel, 323

as i.i.d CN (0, qr × 1) RVs, where qr represents the strength 324

of the inter-user interference [26]. Specifically, qr = 0 implies 325

perfect interference cancellation at U1,i. 326

Applying the principle of NOMA concept, SIC is carried 327

out at U1,i. In particular, U1,i first decodes the message 328

of U2,i, i.e., x2,i, then subtracts it from the received signal to 329

detect its own message, if x2,i is decoded correctly. Therefore, 330

the received SINR at U1,i to detect x2,i of U2,i is given by 331

γ
x2,i

1,i =
PSa2,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2+PR�(R, U1,i)|fT
1,iwt,i|2+ σ2

n1

, 332

(7) 333

and the received SINR at U1,i to detect its own message, x1,i, 334

is given by 335

γ
x1,i

1,i =
PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PR�(R, U1,i)|fT
1,iwt,i|2 + σ2

n1

. (8) 336

Finally, the observation at U2,i can be expressed as follows: 337

y2,i[n]=
√

PR�(R, U2,i)fT
2,iwt,ix2,i[n−δ]+n2,i[n], (9) 338

where �(R, U2,i) = 1
1+dα

RU2,i

with dRU2,i = 339

√
R2

1+ d2
U2,i

−2R1 dU2,icos(θr−θ́i), θ́i denotes the angle of 340

U2,i from reference x-axis, f2,i ∈ CNT×1 denotes the channel 341

between R and U2,i and n2,i[n] ∼ CN (0, σ2
n2

) denotes 342

the AWGN at U2,i. Therefore, the received SNR at U2,i is 343

given by 344

γ
x2,i

2,i =
PR�(R, U2,i)|fT

2,iwt,i|2
σ2

n2

. (10) 345

B. User Selection and Relay Selection Strategies 346

The NOMA principle can be implemented in two ways [3]. 347

One way is to order the users according to their channel 348

conditions, which assumes that there are no strict quality-of- 349

service (QoS) requirements. The second approach is to order 350

the users according to their QoS requirements, instead of their 351

channel conditions. In this paper, we consider the first way of 352

NOMA implementation which assumes that the users do not 353

have strict QoS requirements and can be served opportunisti- 354

cally using the RNRF and NNNF strategies. In particular, for 355

the RNRF strategy, the AP randomly selects the near user U1,i 356

and the far user U2,i from the two groups of users. For the 357

NNNF strategy, a user within the disc, Dn, with the shortest 358

distance to the AP is selected as a near user3 U�
1,i and the 359

user within ring, Df , with the shortest distance to the AP is 360

selected as a far user U�
2,i. It is worth pointing out that the 361

considered user selection strategies yield different tradeoffs 362

3Here after, superscript “�” is used to indicate the selected near user, selected
far user, and the corresponding outage probabilities with the NNNF user
selection strategy.
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among system complexity, reliability, and user fairness. For363

example, RNRF does not need to know the users’ channel364

information for performing the user selection strategy, which365

reduces the system overhead. NNNF tries to pair the nearest366

near user and the nearest far user for NOMA, which yields367

the best performance due to small path loss but might result368

in potential issues in user fairness.369

For each user selection strategy, the relay with the minimum370

Euclidean distance from the selected far user is chosen for371

cooperative NOMA. We can define the relay selection crite-372

rion as373

min{‖Rk, U2,i‖, k ∈ {1, · · · , K}}. (11)374

This relay selection strategy is suitable for practical scenarios,375

wherein the far users are much farther away from the AP in376

comparison with the near users, and thus have the poor channel377

conditions. Accordingly, the criterion in (11) can improve the378

reception reliability of the far users.379

III. FULL-DUPLEX COOPERATIVE NOMA380

WITH RNRF USER SELECTION381

In this section, we characterize the system performance382

with the RNRF user selection. Its implementation does not383

require the knowledge of the instantaneous CSI of the users.384

From (5), (7), (8), and (10), it is evident that the received385

SINR and SNR of both the near and far users are dependent386

on the beamforming design at the selected relay R. Hence,387

in the sequel we adopt three beamforming designs described388

in the literature [35], [36], namely transmit ZF (TZF), receive389

ZF (RZF), and MRC/MRT.390

Case 1) TZF Scheme: If the selected relay is equipped391

with NT > 1 transmit antennas, SI can be canceled out by392

projecting the transmit signal to the null space of the received393

signal at the relay input [35]. Furthermore, we fix the MRC394

beamforming vector wMRC
r = hR

‖hR‖ at the relay receiver.395

Therefore, the optimal transmit beamforming vector wt,i is396

obtained by solving the following problem:397

max
‖wt,i‖=1

|fT
2,iwt,i|2398

s.t. h†
RHRRwt,i = 0. (12)399

Using similar steps as in [35], the optimal transmit vector400

wt,i in (12) is obtained as wZF
t,i = Af∗2,i

‖Af∗2,i‖ , where A = INT
−401

H†
RRhRh†

RHRR

‖h†
RHRR‖2 .402

Case 2) RZF Scheme: As a second scheme, we assume403

that wMRT
t,i = f∗2,i

‖f2,i‖ , i.e., the relay employees the MRT404

beamforming vector, and uses ZF criterion for designing the405

receive beamforming vector wr. When the selected relay is406

equipped with NR > 1 receive antennas, the undesired SI can407

be completely nullified. In this case, the optimization of wr408

can be expressed as [35]409

max
‖wr‖=1

w†
rhR|2,410

s.t. w†
rHRRf∗2,i = 0. (13)411

The optimal solution of (13), wZF
r , can be expressed as wZF

r =412

BhR

‖BhR‖ , where B = INR
− HRRf∗2,if

T
2,iH

†
RR

‖HRRf∗2,i‖2 .413

Case 3) MRC/MRT Scheme: The MRC/MRT scheme is 414

applied in half-duplex relay-assisted systems, and hence it is 415

interesting to investigate the performance of the full-duplex 416

relay-assisted NOMA system with the MRC/MRT scheme. 417

Specifically, the receive and transmit beamformers are selected 418

as wMRC
r = hR

‖hR‖ and wMRT
t,i = f∗2,i

‖f2,i‖ , respectively. 419

A. Outage Probability of the Near Users 420

An outage event at the near user U1,i occurs when x2,i is 421

decoded in error or when x2,i is decoded correctly but x1,i 422

is decoded in error. Let τ1 = 2R1 − 1 and τ2 = 2R2 − 1, 423

where R1 and R2 are the transmission rates at U1,i and U2,i, 424

respectively. The outage probability at U1,i can be expressed 425

as [26] 426

Pout,1 = 1 − Pr
(
γ

x2,i

1,i > τ2, γ
x1,i

1,i > τ1

)
. (14) 427

1) TZF Scheme: Substituting wMRC
r and wZF

t,i into (7) 428

and (8), the received SINR at U1,i to detect x2,i with 429

TZF, γ̃
x2,i

1,i , and the received SINR at U1,i to detect x1,i with 430

TZF, γ̃
x1,i

1,i , can be obtained as 431

γ̃
x2,i

1,i =
PSa2,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2+PR�(R, U1,i)|fT
1,iw

ZF
t,i |2+σ2

n1

, 432

(15) 433

and 434

γ̃
x1,i

1,i =
PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PR�(R, U1,i)|fT
1,iw

ZF
t,i |2 + σ2

n1

, (16) 435

respectively. Accordingly, based on (14), the following propo- 436

sition presents the outage probability of U1,i with the TZF 437

scheme. 438

Proposition 1: The outage probability of U1,i with the TZF 439

scheme is given by 440

PTZF
out,1 = 1 − 1

πR2
1

∫ R1

0

∫ π

−π

e−μ(1+rα)

1+ qrρrμ(1+rα)

1+(R2
1+r2−2rR1 cos(θr−θi))

α
2

441

× rdθidr, (17) 442

if τ2 ≤ a2,i

a1,i
, otherwise PTZF

out,1 = 1, where μ = max
(

1
ζ , τ1

ρsa1,i

)
443

with ζ = ρsa2,i−ρsa1,iτ2
τ2

, ρs = PS

N0
, ρr = PR

N0
, and N0 is the 444

mean power of noise at the near user.4 445

Proof: See Appendix A. 446

From (17), we see that the outage probability of the near 447

users with RNRF is independent of the users density, λn. This 448

is because RNRF selects users randomly, and hence increasing 449

the number of near users will not affect its performance. 450

In order to derive approximate closed-form expressions, 451

we now set cos(θr − θi) = ±1. In particular, by setting 452

cos(θr − θi) = +1, �(R, U1,i) is maximized, and hence the 453

inter-user interference at U1,i is maximized, which minimizes 454

γ
x1,i

1,i and γ
x2,i

1,i . On the other hand, cos(θr − θi) = −1 results 455

in the minimum inter-user interference at U1,i. Consequently, 456

from (17), the upper bound on the outage probability of U1,i 457

4Without lost of generality, it is assumed that the mean power of noise at
all users and relay is the same and denoted by N0.
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can be written as458

PTZF,U
out,1 = 1 − 2

R2
1

∫ R1

0

e−μ(1+rα)

1 + qrρrμ(1+rα)

1+(R2
1+r2−2ηR1r)

α
2

rdr, (18)459

where η = 1 (η = −1 for the lower bound). To the best of our460

knowledge, the integral in (18) does not admit a closed-form461

solution, however by following a similar approach as in [10],462

we use the Gaussian-Chebyshev quadrature method [37] to463

obtain464

PTZF,U
out,1 ≈1− π

2M

M∑

m=1

√
(1 − φm)(1 + φm)3

1 + qrρrμ(1+cα
m)

1+(R2
1+c2

m−2ηR1cm)
α
2

e−μ(1+cα
m),465

(19)466

where cm = (φm + 1)R1
2 , φm = cos(2m−1

2M π) and M467

is a parameter to guarantee a desirable complexity-accuracy468

tradeoff. This expression explicitly shows that the outage469

performance of the near users with the RNRF selection is470

jointly determined by four factors: 1) the strength of the inter-471

user interference, qr, 2) the AP and relay transmission powers,472

3) the path loss exponent, and 4) the radius of the near user’s473

disc, R1. Additionally, the outage performance of the near474

users with TZF is independent of the number of antennas at475

the relay.476

Now, to obtain additional insights on the outage perfor-477

mance, we consider a full-duplex cooperative NOMA sce-478

nario with perfect inter-user interference cancellation at U1,i,479

i.e., qr = 0. Substituting qr = 0 in (59), the outage probability480

of U1,i with the TZF scheme can be written as481

PTZF,P
out,1 = 1 − 2

R2
1

∫ R1

0

e−μ(1+rα)rdr. (20)482

For an arbitrary choice of α, the integral in (20) is mathemat-483

ically intractable, and hence we use the Gaussian-Chebyshev484

quadrature method. Therefore, (20) can be approximately485

expressed in closed-form as486

PTZF,P
out,1 ≈1− π

2M

M∑

m=1

√
(1 − φm)(1 + φm)3e−μ(1+cα

m). (21)487

As an immediate observation from (21), we see that the outage488

performance for the near users improves with decreasing R1,489

smaller path loss, and higher source transmission power.490

Moreover, for the special case of α = 2, PTZF,P
out,1 can be491

obtained from (20) as an exact expression which is given by492

PTZF,P
out,1 =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1 − e−μ

μR2
1

+
e−μ(1+R2

1)

μR2
1

, τ2 ≤ a2

a1
,

1, τ2 >
a2

a1
,

(22)493

which presents the lowest possible theoretical lower bound on494

the outage probability of the near users among communication495

scenarios with different values of α, namely, 2 ≤ α ≤ 6.496

2) RZF Scheme: Substituting wMRT
t,i into (7) and (8), the497

received SINR at U1,i to detect x2,i with RZF, γ̂
x2,i

1,i , and the498

received SINR at U1,i to detect x2,i with RZF, γ̂
x1,i

1,i , can be499

obtained as500

γ̂
x2,i

1,i =
PSa2,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2+PR�(R, U1,i)|fT
1,iw

MRT
t,i |2+σ2

n1

,501

(23)502

and 503

γ̂
x1,i

1,i =
PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PR�(R, U1,i)|fT
1,iw

MRT
t,i |2 + σ2

n1

, 504

(24) 505

respectively. 506

From (15), (16), (23), and (24) |fT
1,iw

ZF
t,i |2 and |fT

1,iw
MRT
t,i |2 507

are exponential RVs with the same mean qr, and hence γ̂
x1,i

1,i 508

and γ̂
x2,i

1,i have the same statistical characteristics as γ̃
x1,i

1,i 509

and γ̃
x2,i

1,i , respectively. Accordingly, based on (14), we get 510

PTZF
out,1 = PRZF

out,1. Additionally, the presented results for the 511

outage probability of U1,i with the TZF scheme are identical 512

for that of the RZF counterpart. 513

3) MRC/MRT Scheme: From (7) and (8), we observe that 514

the received SINR at the near user is dependent only on wt,i. 515

Since both the RZF and MRC/MRT schemes use the same 516

transmit beamformer wMRT
t,i , we have PMRC

out,1 = PRZF
out,1 = PTZF

out,1. 517

We see that all of the proposed beamforming schemes 518

achieve the same outage performance for the near users. How- 519

ever, as studied below, the proposed beamforming schemes 520

provide different performance/complexity tradeoffs for the far 521

users. 522

B. Outage Probability of the Far Users 523

The outage event at U2,i is due to the following two cases: 524

1) R cannot decode x2,i, and 2) R can decode x2,i but x2,i 525

cannot be decoded correctly by U2,i. Therefore, the outage 526

probability at U2,i can be written as 527

Pout,2 =Pr (γR <τ2)+Pr (γR >τ2) Pr
(
γ

x2,i

2,i < τ2

)
. (25) 528

1) TZF Scheme: Applying wMRC
r and wZF

t,i into (5) and (10), 529

the received SINR at the relay with TZF, γ̃R, and the received 530

SNR at U2,i with TZF, γ̃
x2,i

2,i , can be obtained, respectively. 531

The following proposition presents the outage probability of 532

the TZF scheme for an arbitrary choice of α. 533

Proposition 2: The outage probability of U2,i with the TZF 534

scheme is given by 535

PTZF
out,2 = 1 − π

M(R3 + R2)Γ(NR)
Γ
(
NR,

(1 + Rα
1 )

ζ

)NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

536

×
(

τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m (1+zα
m)k

e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+zα
m), 537

(26) 538

where zm = R3−R2
2 (φm + 1) + R2. 539

Proof: See Appendix B. 540

We observe that PTZF
out,2 depends on the number of receive/ 541

transmit antennas, the far user’s zone, the transmission power, 542

and the path loss. In particular, PTZF
out,2 is decreasing with 543

PS , PR, and the number of receive/transmit antennas. How- 544

ever, from (19) and Proposition 1, as PR increases, the inter- 545

user interference increases and the outage probability of the 546

near users increases. Thus, one can improve the outage perfor- 547

mance of the far users by increasing the number of transmit 548

antennas without deteriorating the outage performance of the 549

near users. 550
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Note that in an interference-limited network, the SNR551

distribution can be replaced by the SIR distribution in (25)552

to obtain a much simpler analytical expression. For example,553

when noise is ignored, PTZF
out,2 in (25) can be written as554

PTZF
out,2 = Pr

(
a2,i

a1,i
< τ2

)
+ Pr

(
a2,i

a1,i
> τ2

)
555

× Pr (ρr�(R, U2,i)Y3 < τ2) , (27)556

in which, to guarantee the implementation of NOMA, the con-557

dition a2,i

a1,i
≥τ2 should be satisfied, and thus Pr

(
a2,i

a1,i
<τ2

)
=0.558

Accordingly, PTZF
out,2 can be written as559

PTZF
out,2 ≈ Pr (ρr�(U2,i)Y3 < τ2)560

≈ 1 − π

M(R3 + R2)

NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m561

× (1 + zα
m)k e−( τ2

ρr
)(1+zα

m). (28)562

Clearly (28) is independent of PS and NR. Therefore, in an563

interference-limited network, increasing the source transmit564

power and the number of receive antennas does not increase565

the outage performance. We now turn our attention towards566

characterizing the outage probability of the far users for the567

special case of α = 2 in the interference-limited regime.568

By applying α = 2 in (27), and then using the integral identity569

of [30, Eq. (2.33.11)], we obtain570

PTZF
out,2 =1− 1

R2
3 − R2

2

NT−2∑

k=0

(
τ2

ρr

)k

(G(R2) − G(R3)), (29)571

where G(x) = e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+x2) ∑k
j=0

(1+x2)j

j!

(
τ2
ρr

)j−k−1

.572

We see that the outage performance depends on the radius573

of the far user’s zone.574

2) RZF Scheme: Applying wZF
r and wMRT

t,i into (5) and (10),575

the received SINR at the relay with RZF, γ̂R, and the received576

SNR at U2,i with RZF, γ̂
x2,i

2,i , can be obtained, respectively.577

Using the outage definition in (25) and similar to (26), we can578

derive the outage probability of the far users with the RZF579

scheme as:580

PRZF
out,2581

= 1 − π

M(R3 + R2)Γ(NR − 1)
Γ
(
NR − 1,

(1 + Rα
1 )

ζ

)
582

×
NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m (1+zα
m)k

e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+zα
m).583

(30)584

Based on (26) and (30), it is clear that the TZF and RZF585

schemes exhibit the same outage probability of the far users586

for some antenna configurations. For example, if we consider 587

the values of NT and NR as a pair (NT , NR), TZF (NT , NR) 588

has the same outage performance with RZF (NT −1, NR+1). 589

Moreover, for both the TZF and RZF schemes, the outage 590

performance of the far users is an increasing function of 591

PS and PR due to the fact that the receive/transmit ZF 592

operation completely cancels the SI at the relay’s input/output 593

and as a result, increasing PR improves the second-hop SNR 594

of the far users. In the case of the MRC/MRT scheme, this 595

behavior is somewhat different. On the other hand, as we 596

observed from (17), the outage probability of the near users 597

is decreasing with PS and is increasing with PR. There- 598

fore, to further enhance the performance of relay-assisted 599

NOMA transmissions, it is important to optimally allocate 600

total power between the AP and relay, and jointly optimize 601

the receive/transmit beamformers of the relay. 602

3) MRC/MRT Scheme: Substituting wMRC
r and wMRT

t,i 603

into (5) and (10), the received SINR at the relay and the 604

received SNR at U2,i with the MRC/MRT scheme can be 605

obtained, respectively. The following proposition provides the 606

outage probability of U2,i. 607

Proposition 3: The outage probability of U2,i with the 608

MRC/MRT scheme is given by (31), shown at the bottom of 609

this page. 610

Proof: See Appendix C. 611

As evident in Subsection III-A, the outage probability of 612

the near users for the proposed beamforming schemes is 613

independent of the number of antennas at the relay. However, 614

it is interesting to study the outage performance of the far 615

users when NR and NT grow large. Using the law of large 616

numbers and the results presented in [7], we can show that 617

when NR → ∞ and NT → ∞, the outage probabilities for 618

the three proposed beamforming schemes with RNRF user 619

selection can be further simplified as 620

Pout,2 621

≈

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0,
ρrNT

τ2
> Rα

3 + 1,

R2
3 −

(
ρrNT

τ2
− 1

) 2
α

R2
3 − R2

2

, Rα
2 + 1 <

ρrNT

τ2
< Rα

3 + 1,

1,
ρrNT

τ2
< Rα

2 + 1.

622

(32) 623

C. Half-Duplex Relaying 624

Let us now consider the half-duplex operation for a relay- 625

assisted cooperative NOMA transmission. The system model 626

PMRC
out,2 = 1 − π

M(R3 + R2)

NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1 − φ2

m (1 + zα
m)k

e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+zα
m)

×
⎛

⎝ 1
Γ(NR)

Γ
(

NR,
1 + Rα

1

ζ

)
− e

1
ρrσ2

RR

Γ(NR)

(
ζ

ρrσ2
RR(1 + Rα

1 )
+ 1

)−NR

Γ
(
NR,

1
ρrσ2

RR

+
1+Rα

1

ζ

)
⎞

⎠ . (31)
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is the similar to that of the full-duplex counterpart, except that627

two time slots are used for the reception and transmission at628

the relay, respectively. Specifically, for a transmission block629

time of T , T
2 is dedicated to the AP for transmitting a630

combination of messages to both users and the selected relay631

and the remaining T
2 is used by the relay for transmitting632

information to the far users. Accordingly, the received SNR at633

R can be expressed as634

ςR =
PSa2,i�(R)|w†

rhR|2
PSa1,i�(R)|w†

rhR|2 + σ2
R

. (33)635

In addition, the received SINRs at U1,i to detect x2,i and to636

detect x1,i are, respectively, given by637

ς
x2,i

1,i =
PSa2,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2+ σ2
n1

, (34)638

and639

ς
x1,i

1,i =
PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

σ2
n1

. (35)640

Moreover, the received SNR at U2,i, ς
x2,i

2,i , is given by (10). Let641

τHD
1 = 22R1−1 and τHD

2 = 22R2−1. Considering MRC/MRT642

as the receive/transmit beamformers, in the next proposition,643

we present the outage probability expressions for the near and644

far users with half-duplex relaying.645

Proposition 4: The outage probabilities of U1,i and U2,i646

with the half-duplex relaying are given by647

PHD
out,1 ≈ 1 − π

2M

M∑

m=1

√
(1 − φm)(1 + φm)3e−μHD(1+cα

m),648

(36)649

and650

PHD
out,2651

= 1− π

M(R3+R2)Γ(NR)
Γ
(
NR,

1+Rα
1

ζHD

)NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

652

×
(

τHD
2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m (1+zα
m)k

e
−
�

τHD
2
ρr

�
(1+zα

m)
,653

(37)654

respectively, where μHD = max
(

1
ζHD ,

τHD
1

ρsa1,i

)
with ζHD =655

ρsa2,i−ρsa1,iτ
HD
2

τHD
2

.656

Proof: See Appendix D.657

From (36), we see that, the outage performance of the near658

user PHD
out,1 increases with decreasing R1 and it is independent659

of PR, which is in contrast to the full-duplex operation.660

This result is intuitively expected because under half-duplex661

operation, the AP and relay transmit in two different time662

slots and the near users do not suffer from the inter-user663

interference, and also with the reduced R1, path loss is664

reduced. From (37), it can be observed that increasing PR665

increases the outage performance of the far users.666

IV. FULL-DUPLEX COOPERATIVE NOMA 667

WITH NNNF USER SELECTION 668

In this section, we investigate the outage performance of 669

the NNNF user selection scheme, in which the users’ CSI 670

is utilized to select the near and far users with the shortest 671

distance to the AP. Accordingly, the NNNF user selection can 672

minimize the outage probability of both the near and far users. 673

A. Outage Probability of the Near Users 674

1) TZF Scheme: By invoking (14), we can study the outage 675

probability of the near users. We have the following key result: 676

Proposition 5: The outage probability of U�
1,i with the TZF 677

scheme is given by 678

PTZF
out,1� = 1 − υn

2π

∫ R1

0

∫ π

−π

e−μ(1+rα)

1+ qrρrμ(1+rα)

1+(R2
1+r2−2rR1cos(θr−θi))

α
2

679

× re−πλnr2
dθidr, (38) 680

where υn = 2πλn

1−e−πλnR2
1

. 681

Proof: See Appendix E. 682

The main difference between the RNRF and the NNNF 683

strategies is that the outage probability for NNNF is dependent 684

on the density of the near users. In particular, PTZF
out,1� is a 685

function of both the design parameters R1 and λn, whereas 686

PTZF
out,1 is only influenced by R1. We next focus on a few 687

special cases and/or asymptotic results which yield closed- 688

form expressions. 689

Similar to the RNRF strategy, the outage probability, 690

PTZF,U
out,1� , can be upper bounded (η = 1) and lower bounded 691

(η = −1) as 692

PTZF,U
out,1� ≈ 1 − πυnR1

2M

M∑

m=1

√
(1 − φ2

m) 693

× e−μ(1+cα
m)cme−πλnc2

m

1 + qrρrμ

1+(R2
1+c2

m−2ηR1cm)
α
2

(1 + cα
m)

. (39) 694

This expression clearly shows that PTZF,U
out,1� decreases when the 695

density of the near users increases. Additionally, the outage 696

probability of U�
1,i of NNNF with the TZF scheme and perfect 697

inter-user interference cancellation at U�
1,i can be expressed in 698

closed-form, for an arbitrary α, as 699

PTZF,P
out,1� = 1 − υn

∫ R1

0

e−μ(1+rα)re−πλnr2
dr 700

≈ 1− πυnR1

2M

M∑

m=1

√
(1 − φ2

m)e−μ(1+cα
m)cme−πλnc2

m . 701

(40) 702

For the special case of α = 2, PTZF,P
out,1� can be further 703

simplified to 704

PTZF,P
out,1� =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1−
υn

(
e−μ − e−R2

1(μ+πλn)−μ
)

2(μ + πλn)
τ2≤ a2,i

a1,i
,

1 τ2 >
a2,i

a1,i
.

705

(41) 706
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From (41), as λn → ∞, we have PTZF,P
out,1� ∼ 1 − e−μ which707

is independent of λn and R1, and decreases exponentially708

with PS .709

2) RZF Scheme: γ̂
x1,i

1,i and γ̂
x2,i

1,i have the same statistical710

characteristics as γ̃
x1,i

1,i and γ̃
x2,i

1,i , respectively, and thus the711

results presented in (38), (39), (40), and (41) also hold for the712

RZF scheme.713

3) MRC/MRT Scheme: Both the RZF and MRC/MRT714

schemes use the same transmit beamformer wMRC
t,i , and accord-715

ingly the presented results for the TZF and RZF schemes are716

identical for the MRC/MRT scheme.717

B. Outage Probability of the Far Users718

1) TZF Scheme: Using the definition in (25), we analyze719

the outage probability of the far users. The following propo-720

sition presents the outage probability valid for an arbitrary α.721

Proposition 6: The outage probability of U�
2,i with the TZF722

scheme is given by723

PTZF
out,2� ≈ 1 − υfπ(R3 − R2)eπλf R2

2

2MΓ(NR)
Γ
(
NR,

(1 + Rα
1 )

ζ

)
724

×
NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m(1 + zα
m)k

725

× e−( τ2
ρr

+
τ2
ρr

zα
m+πλf z2

m), (42)726

where υf = 2πλf

1−e−πλf (R2
3−R2

2)
.727

Proof: See Appendix F.728

We observe that PTZF
out,2� , similar to the outage probability of729

the far users with RNRF user selection, depends on the number730

of receive/transmit antennas, the far user’s zone, the transmit731

powers and the path loss. In particular, PTZF
out,2� is decreasing732

with PS , PR, and the number of receive/transmit antennas.733

Moreover, PTZF
out,2� depends on the density of the far users, λf ,734

while PTZF
out,2 is independent of λf . In the high SNR regime735

and for the special case of α = 2, the outage probability of 736

U�
2,i can be simplified to 737

PTZF
out,2� =1−υfeπλf (1+R2

2)

2

NT−2∑

k=0

(
τ2

ρr

)k

(H(R2)−H(R3)), 738

(43) 739

where H(x) = e−(
τ2
ρr

+πλf )(1+x2) ∑k
j=0

(1+x2)j

j! ( τ2
ρr

+ 740

πλf )j−k−1 and we have used the integral identity 741

[30, Eq. (2.33.11)] to derive (43). 742

2) RZF Scheme: Based on the definition in (25) and using 743

similar steps as in Proposition 6, the outage probability of U�
2,i 744

with the RZF scheme can be expressed as 745

PRZF
out,2� ≈ 1 − υfπ(R3 − R2)eπλf R2

2

2MΓ(NR − 1)
Γ
(
NR − 1,

(1 + Rα
1 )

ζ

)
746

×
NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m(1 + zα
m)k

747

×e−( τ2
ρr

+
τ2
ρr

zα
m+πλf z2

m). (44) 748

3) MRC/MRT Scheme: Using similar steps as in Proposi- 749

tion 6, the outage probability of U�
2,i with the MRC/MRT 750

scheme can be expressed as (45), shown at the bottom of 751

this page. Equations (42) and (44) indicate that PTZF
out,2� and 752

PRZF
out,2� are independent of σ2

RR, whereas equation (45) shows 753

that PMRC
out,2� is a function of σ2

RR. This is expected since both 754

the TZF and RZF schemes completely eliminate the SI, while 755

SI exists in the MRC/MRT scheme. 756

In the special case where NR → ∞ and NT → ∞, 757

the outage probabilities of the proposed beamforming schemes 758

with the NNNF user selection can be simplified as (46), shown 759

at the bottom of this page. 760

C. Half-Duplex Relaying 761

Let us now focus on half-duplex relaying with the NNNF 762

user selection and MRC/MRT scheme. The outage probability 763

PMRC
out,2� = 1−υfπ(R3 − R2)eπλf R2

2

2M

NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m(1 + zα
m)ke−(

τ2
ρr

+
τ2
ρr

zα
m+πλf z2

m)

×
⎛

⎝ 1
Γ(NR)

Γ
(

NR,
1 + Rα

1

ζ

)
− e

1
ρrσ2

RR

Γ(NR)

(
ζ

ρrσ2
RR(1+Rα

1 )
+1

)−NR

Γ
(

NR,
1

ρrσ2
RR

+
1 + Rα

1

ζ

)
⎞

⎠ (45)

Pout,2∗ ≈

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0,
ρrNT

τ2
> Rα

3 + 1,

υf

2πλf

⎛

⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝

e

−πλf

�
������

�
�ρrNT

τ2
−1

�
�

2
α−R2

2

�
������
− e−πλf(R2

3−R2
2)

⎞

⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠

, Rα
2 + 1 <

ρrNT

τ2
< Rα

3 + 1,

1,
ρrNT

τ2
< Rα

2 + 1

(46)
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of U1,i and U2,i can be derived as764

PHD
out,1� ≈ 1 − πυnR1

2M

M∑

m=1

√
(1 − φ2

m)765

× e−μHD(1+cα
m)cme−πλnc2

m , (47)766

and767

PHD
out,2� ≈ 1 − υfπ(R3 − R2)eπλf R2

2

2MΓ(NR)
Γ
(
NR,

(1 + Rα
1 )

ζHD

)
768

×
NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τHD
2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m(1 + zα
m)k

769

×e
−
�

τHD
2
ρr

+
τHD
2
ρr

zα
m+πλf z2

m

�
, (48)770

respectively.771

V. OPTIMUM BEAMFORMING772

The schemes discussed in Section IV enable first-hop or773

second-hop SINR maximization of the far users by designing774

wr or wt,i separately when the other beamformer is fixed.775

In this section, we propose a method for joint optimization.776

Specifically, the problem of interest is to design the receive777

and transmit relay beamformers, wr and wt,i, that maximize778

the received SINR at the near users, given a targeted SINR779

constraint at the far user. In particular, we consider a scenario780

where the near users expect to be served with the best efforts,781

while the far users require to reach their own quality of782

service (QoS) requirement [9]. The optimization problem is783

expressed as784

max
wt,i,wr

min(γx2,i

1,i , γ
x1,i

1,i )785

s.t. min(γR, γ
x2,i

2,i ) ≥ γt, (49)786

||wt,i|| = ||wr|| = 1,787

where γt is a targeted threshold SINR required by the far user.788

From (7) and (8), it can be readily shown that789

γ
x2,i

1,i =
a2,i

a1,i

(
1 + 1

γ
x1,i
1,i

) , (50)790

which indicates that γ
x2,i

1,i can be expressed in terms of γ
x1,i

1,i .791

Introducing an auxiliary variable β ≥ 0, (49) can be792

expressed as793

max
wt,i,wr,β

β794

s.t. min(γx2,i

1,i , γ
x1,i

1,i ) ≥ β, (51)795

min(γR, γ
x2,i

2,i ) ≥ γt,796

||wt,i|| = ||wr|| = 1.797

In the optimization problem (51), the constraint,798

min(γx1,i

1,i , γ
x2,i

1,i ) ≥ β, is equivalent to the constraints,799

γ
x1,i

1,i ≥ β and γ
x2,i

1,i ≥ β. Using (50), (7), and (8), these800

constraints can be expressed as801

|fT
1,iwt,i|2 ≤ 1

β
s̃a1,i − r̃,802

|fT
1,iwt,i|2 ≤

(
1
β

a2,i − a1,i

)
s̃ − r̃, (52)803

where s̃ � PS�(U1,i)|h1,i|2
PR�(R,U1,i)

, r̃ =
σ2

n1
PR�(R,U1,i)

, and a2,i

a1,i
− β ≥ 0. 804

Accordingly, the optimization problem (51) can be equiva- 805

lently re-expressed as 806

max
wt,i,wr,β

β 807

s.t. |fT
1,iwt,i|2 ≤ 1

β
s̃a1,i − r̃, 808

|fT
1,iwt,i|2 ≤

(
1
β

a2,i − a1,i

)
s̃ − r̃, 809

min(γR, γ
x2,i

2,i ) ≥ γt, 810

β ≤ a2,i

a1,i
, ||wt,i|| = ||wr|| = 1. (53) 811

In (53), only γR depends on wr. 812

Obviously, for a given wt,i, the optimum wr is the one that 813

maximizes γR. This can be expressed as max
||wr||=1

wH
r hRhH

R wr

wH
r Cwr

, 814

where C � PSa1,i�(R)hRhH
R +PRHRRwt,iwH

t,iH
H
RR +σ2

RI. 815

Thus, the optimum wr is given by wr = C−1hR

||C−1hR|| . Substi- 816

tuting this wr into γR and applying the Sherman-Morrison 817

formula [38], γR can be expressed as 818

γR 819

= PSa2,i�(R)hH
R

[
D + PRHRRwt,iwH

t,iH
H
RR

]−1
hR, 820

= PSa2,i�(R)

[

hH
R D−1hR− PR|hH

R D−1HRRwt,i|2
1+PRwH

t,iH
H
RRD−1HRRwt,i

]

, 821

(54) 822

where D � PSa1,i�(R)hRhH
R + σ2

RI. Using γR from (54), 823

the optimization problem (53) is expressed as 824

max
||wt,i||=1,β≤a2,i

a1,i

β 825

s.t. wH
t,if

∗
1,if

T
1,iwt,i ≤ 1

β
s̃a1,i − r̃, 826

wH
t,if

∗
1,if

T
1,iwt,i ≤

(
1
β

a2,i − a1,i

)
s̃ − r̃, 827

wH
t,if

∗
2,if

T
2,iwt,i ≥ d, 828

wH
t,iH

H
RRD−1hRhH

R D−1HRRwt,i ≤ ewH
t,iEwt,i, 829

(55) 830

where d � γtσ
2
n2

PR�(R,U2,i)
, e � 1

PR

[
hH

R D−1hR − γt

PSa2,i�(R)

]
, 831

and E � I + PRHH
RRD−1HRR. Unfortunately, the opti- 832

mization problem (55) does not lead to closed-form solutions 833

of wt,i and β. Moreover, in its current form, (55) is not 834

convex. However, defining auxiliary variables β̄ and Wt,i, 835

where β̄ � 1
β and Wt,i � wt,iwH

t,i, and then relaxing the 836

rank-one constraint of Wt,i, (55) can be expressed as the 837

following SDR problem 838

min
Wt,i,β̄≥a1,i

a2,i

β̄ 839

s.t. tr
(
Wt,if∗1,if

T
1,i

)≤min
(
β̄s̃a1,i−r̃,

(
β̄a2,i−a1,i

)
s̃−r̃

)
, 840

tr
(
Wt,if∗2,if

T
2,i

) ≥ d, 841

tr
(
Wt,iHH

RRD−1hRhH
R D−1HRR

)≤e tr (Wt,iE), 842

tr (Wt,i) = 1,Wt,i � 0. (56) 843
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Fig. 2. Outage probability of the near users versus P for the RNRF and
NNNF user selection strategies with different density of the near users where
R1 = 100 m.

The SDR problem (56) is in standard form. Analyzing its844

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions and following a similar pro-845

cedure as in [36], it can be shown that a rank-one optimum846

solution can be recovered from the solution Wt,i. In this847

regard, the SDR problem in (56) is equivalent to the original848

problem (55). Then, wt,i is simply the eigenvector correspond-849

ing to non-zero eigenvalue of Wt,i.850

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION851

In this section, we present numerical results to validate852

our analysis, demonstrate the performance, and investigate853

the impact of key system parameters. The noise power spec-854

tral density is −174 dBm/Hz, the transmission bandwidth855

is 20 MHz, fc = 2.5 GHz [39] and we assume a normalized856

noise power of N0
β0

= −50 dBm. We set a1 = 0.2, a2 = 0.8,857

α = 3, and R1 = R2 = 1 bps/Hz [10], [18]. Unless858

otherwise stated, we take qr = 10 dBm, σ2
RR = −40 dBm,859

and PS = PR = P
2 , where P is the total transmit power.860

A. Outage Probability of the Near Users861

Fig. 2 shows the outage probability of the near users versus862

P for the RNRF and NNNF user selection strategies, where863

the analytical curves are based on Propositions 1 and 5.864

A close match between the analytical (solid line) and sim-865

ulation (dashed line) curves can be observed. In addition,866

results, not shown here, confirmed that the derived outage867

probability bounds in (39) for the NNNF user selection are868

tight. This is because, in the NNNF user selection strat-869

egy, the distance of the nearest user to the AP, i.e., dU�
1,i

,870

approaches zero, and hence the term 2R1dU�
1,i

cos(θr− θi) in871

dR,U�
1,i

=
√

R2
1+ d2

U�
1,i
−2R1dU�

1,i
cos(θr−θi) is small, which872

makes the difference between the bounds and the exact values873

negligible. Fig. 2 also shows that the NNNF strategy exhibits874

a superior outage performance in comparison to the RNRF875

strategy. Moreover, the outage probability of the near users876

with the NNNF strategy depends on the near user density λn,877

as elucidated in Subsection IV-A, while with the RNRF878

strategy, the corresponding outage probability is independent879

Fig. 3. Outage probability of the near users versus P for different radii of
the near user’s disc, R1, where λn = 0.0004.

Fig. 4. Outage probability comparison between the full-duplex (FD) relaying
and half-duplex (HD) relaying versus P for different levels of inter-user
interference strength where R1 = 100 m and λn = 0.0004.

of λn. In particular, for the NNNF strategy, as the near user 880

density λn or the number of near users given by λnπR2
1 881

increases, the outage probability of the near users decreases. 882

We investigate the impact of changing R1 on the outage 883

performance in Fig. 3. Increasing R1 has two effects on the 884

outage probability of the near users, namely, (i) increasing the 885

path loss (a negative effect), and (ii) increasing the distance 886

between the user and the selected relay (a positive effect). The 887

latter effect becomes dominant under NNNF user selection, 888

which leads to an improvement in the outage performance. 889

Specifically, in the NNNF strategy, the nearest user to the AP 890

is selected as the near user and increasing R1 will not change 891

its position notably. On the other hand, the outage performance 892

of the near user degrades due to the interference from the 893

relay to the near user, which decreases as R1 is increased. 894

As a result, the performance gap between RNRF and NNNF 895

strategies increases with increasing R1. 896

In Fig. 4, the outage behavior of the full-duplex and half- 897

duplex relaying is compared for the RNRF and NNNF strate- 898

gies with different levels of inter-user interference strength 899

under the “RF chain preserved” condition [7]. In the regime 900

of larger values of P , half-duplex relaying yields a better 901
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Fig. 5. Outage probability of the far users versus P for TZF beamforming
where MT = 3 and MR = 2.

outage performance. However, full-duplex relaying is shown902

to yield favorable outage performances in the low-to-medium903

range of P , especially for the NNNF user selection. Interest-904

ingly, when compared to the half-duplex relaying, the full-905

duplex relaying can reduce the outage probability by about906

63% and 55% in the NNNF and RNRF strategies, respectively,907

at P = 30 dBm.908

Finally, Figs. 2, 3, and 4 depict that the outage probability909

of the near users in the full-duplex relaying shows an out-910

age floor at high power values, for both RNRF and NNNF911

strategies. This is expected because the inter-user interference912

at the near users will be maximal with high relay transmit913

power, which reduces the outage performance. Sophisticated914

beamforming designs are capable of eliminating this floor,915

however, the penalty paid in the design is the additional CSI916

burden.917

B. Outage Probability of the Far Users918

Fig. 5 shows the outage probability of the far users versus P919

with the RNRF and NNNF strategies, TZF beamforming and920

different number of relays, where the analytical results are921

based on Proposition 2 and Proposition 6. Unless otherwise922

stated, the values of R1, R2, and R3 are set as 100 m, 400 m,923

and 500 m, respectively, and λf = 0.0004. It is observed that924

the NNNF user selection achieves a superior outage perfor-925

mance as compared to the RNRF user selection. Fig. 5 also926

shows that there is a difference between the approximate and927

simulation results. This is because the analytical approxima-928

tions in Proposition 2 and Proposition 6 are derived under the929

assumption, R2 � R1 where �(R, U2,i) ≈ �(U2,i). In addition,930

simulation results, not shown here to avoid clutter, showed931

that the deviation between the analytical and simulation results932

decreases as either R1 decreases or R2 increases.933

Fig. 6 shows the outage probability of the proposed beam-934

forming schemes with different antenna configurations for the935

RNRF user selection. In the ZF-based beamforming schemes,936

since the relay is capable of canceling SI, we see that the937

outage probability decreases with increasing P . However,938

increasing the relay transmission power results in a strong SI939

Fig. 6. Outage probability of the far users versus P for the beamforming
designs with different antenna configurations and RNRF user selection.

Fig. 7. Outage probability of the far users versus P for different R1, R2,
and R3, (R1, R2, R3) in meters, where MT = 3 and MR = 2.

in the MRC/MRT scheme, and hence the outage probability 940

shows a floor at high SNRs. Comparing the TZF and RZF 941

schemes, we see that the outage performances of TZF (3, 2) 942

and RZF (2, 3) (or TZF (4, 2) and RZF (3, 3)) are the same. 943

Moreover, for the case with MT = MR, RZF achieves a 944

better performance. For the TZF with (MT , 2), we see that 945

the additional transmit antenna could increase the SNR of the 946

second hop and enhance the outage performance. However, 947

the outage performance of RZF (2, MR) is less sensitive to 948

MR since in the considered system, the second hop channel 949

is more critical for the outage performance than the first 950

hop channel. This observation shows that it is not always 951

possible to deliver a notable performance improvement by 952

simply increasing the total number of antennas, and therefore 953

the configuration and beamforming design have to be carefully 954

decided. 955

The far user outage probability with beamforming designs 956

and user selection strategies for different radii, R1, R2, 957

and R3, is shown in Fig. 7. It can be observed from this 958

figure that increasing R3 (the outer radius of the far user’s 959

ring) degrades the outage performance of both the RNRF and 960
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Fig. 8. Outage probability gain of the far users versus σ2
RR for the

RNRF user selection and different beamforming designs with different antenna
configurations.

NNNF strategies due to the larger path loss. The negative961

impact on the outage probability is more pronounced in the962

case of the NNNF user selection with MRC/MRT beamform-963

ing. Also, for the fixed values of R1 and R3 reducing R2964

can improve the NNNF outage performance, however, for the965

RNRF strategy, the improvement is marginal. The impact of966

different beamforming designs on the outage performance is967

more significant with the NNNF user selection. Interestingly,968

with the RNRF user selection, in the case of R1 = 25 m,969

R2 = 125 m and R3 = 150 m, MRC/MRT outperforms TZF970

in almost all transmit power regimes.971

In Fig. 8, we compare the full-duplex and half-duplex972

relaying for different levels of SI and the RNRF user selection.973

More specifically, we plot the outage probability gain which974

is defined as Gj(MT , MR) = PHD
out,2

P j
out,2

, j ∈ {TZF, RZF, MRC}975

versus the SI strength, σ2
RR. We see that the full-duplex976

relaying can significantly outperform its half-duplex coun-977

terpart. Nevertheless, when SI strength is low (σ2
RR <978

−53 dBm), the gains achieved by the ZF-based designs appear979

to be limited when compared to the MRC/MRT scheme;980

e.g., GTZF(3, 2) = 3.45 as compared to GMRC(2, 2) = 10981

at σ2
RR = −70 dBm. In this region, MRC/MRT(3, 2) exhibits982

the largest gain. As observed, ZF-based designs do not suffer983

from SI, and hence GTZF and GRZF remain constant. On the984

contrary, GMRC decreases as σ2
RR increases.985

C. Performance Comparison Between the Optimum986

and Suboptimum Beamforming Schemes987

Fig. 9 compares the average SINR at the near users due to988

the optimum and TZF beamforming designs for the RNRF and989

NNNF user selection strategies. Since the received SINR at990

the near users are the same for the TZF, RZF, and MRC/MRT991

schemes, we only present results for the TZF scheme. Fig. 9992

shows the superiority of the optimal design over TZF design,993

which improves with the increasing transmission power. Fur-994

ther, it can be observed that in the relay-assisted NOMA995

system with the TZF beamforming, there is a noticeable996

difference between the received SINR for the RNRF and997

Fig. 9. The received SINR at the near users versus P for different
beamforming designs where MT = 4 and MR = 2.

NNNF user selection strategies, whereas with the optimum 998

beamforming, RNRF converges to the NNNF at high transmit 999

power regime. Therefore, with optimum beamforming and in 1000

the high SNR regime, the RNRF strategy provides a better 1001

performance/implementation complexity trade-off compared 1002

to its NNNF counterpart. This is a promising result since the 1003

RNRF scheme does not require the CSI knowledge of the users 1004

and provides greater fairness than NNNF. This observation 1005

reveals that the inferior performance exhibited by the RNRF 1006

in general, can be improved up to a satisfactory level when 1007

the optimum beamforming strategy is adopted. 1008

VII. CONCLUSION 1009

We considered downlink NOMA transmission between an 1010

AP and two sets of users aided by a full-duplex multi-antenna 1011

relay. We proposed both optimum and suboptimal beamform- 1012

ing schemes and derived expressions for the outage probability 1013

of the RNRF and NNNF user selection strategies. Special 1014

cases, where closed-form expressions were possible along with 1015

bounds on the outage performance, were also presented. Our 1016

results suggest that, with suboptimal beamforming designs 1017

there is a non-negligible performance difference between the 1018

RNRF and NNNF user selection strategies, whereas in the 1019

system with optimum beamforming, the RNRF user selection 1020

performance converges to its NNNF counterpart at high trans- 1021

mit power regime. Moreover, NNNF user selection is more 1022

favorable than the RNRF user selection for the networks with 1023

a larger radius of the near user zone. We also showed that 1024

ZF-based beamforming significantly improves outage perfor- 1025

mance of the far users, while the MRC/MRT scheme is more 1026

efficient for scenarios with low SI interference or scenarios in 1027

which the radius of the far user’s zone is large. In addition, 1028

full-duplex relaying with the proposed beamforming designs 1029

outperforms half-duplex relaying. 1030

As for future work, it would be interesting to combine 1031

NOMA and fractional frequency reuse-based schemes to 1032

further improve the performance especially in a multi-cell 1033

network as well as to investigate the performance of various 1034

transmission schemes with a multi-antenna AP. 1035
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APPENDIX A1036

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 11037

Let Y0 � |fT
1,iw

ZF
t,i |2 and Y1 = |h1,i|2. Applying (15)1038

and (16) into (14), the outage probability for U1,i can be1039

written as1040

PTZF
out,1 = 1 − Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(U1,i)Y1

ρsa1,i�(U1,i)Y1+ρr�(R, U1,i)Y0 + 1
>τ2,1041

ρsa1,i�(U1,i)Y1

ρr�(R, U1,i)Y0 + 1
> τ1

)
1042

= Pr

(
ρr�(R, U1,i)Y0 + 1 >

1
μ

�(U1,i)Y1

)
. (57)1043

In (57), if τ2 >
a2,i

a1,i
, μ < 0, and hence PTZF

out,1 = 1. On the1044

other hand, when τ2 ≤ a2,i

a1,i
, conditioned on Y0, PTZF

out,1 can be1045

expressed as1046

PTZF
out,1 = Pr

(
Y1 ≤ (ρr�(R, U1,i)Y0 + 1)

μ

�(U1,i)

)
. (58)1047

Note that we model the locations of the near and far1048

users as i.i.d. points in Dn and Df , which are denoted by1049

Wn,i and Wf,i, respectively, with their corresponding pdfs1050

fWn,i(wn,i) = λn

μn
= 1

πR2
1

and fWf,i
(wf,i) = λf

μf
= 1

π(R2
3−R2

2)
.1051

Therefore, (58) can be expressed as1052

PTZF
out,11053

(a)
=

∫

Dn

∫ π

−π

∫ ∞

0

(
1−e

− μ

(U1,i)

(ρr�(R,U1,i)y+1)
) 1

qr
e−

y
qr1054

× fΘi(θi)fWn,i(wn,i)dydθidwn,i1055

= 1 −
∫

Dn

∫ π

−π

e
− μ


(U1,i)

1+ qrρrμ
�(U1,i)

�(R, U1,i)
fΘi(θi)fWn,i(wn,i)1056

× dθidwn,i, (59)1057

where (a) follows from the fact that Y0 and Y1 are exponential1058

RVs with the cdfs FY0(y) = 1−e−y/qr and FY1(y) = 1 − e−y,1059

respectively. Substituting fΘi(θi) = 1
2π and fWn,i(wn,i)1060

into (59), we get the desired result in (17).1061

APPENDIX B1062

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 21063

Let us denote Y2 =‖hR‖2 and Y3 =‖f̃2,i‖2. Substituting γ̃R1064

and γ̃x2,i
2,i into (25), PTZF

out,2 can be written as1065

PTZF
out,2 = Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2+1
<τ2

)
1066

+Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2+1
>τ2

)
Pr (ρr�(R, U2,i)Y3 < τ2).1067

(60)1068

The RV Y2 follows a chi-square distribution with 2NR degrees-1069

of-freedom (DoF). Moreover, to guarantee the implementation1070

of NOMA, the condition a2,i

a1,i
≥τ2 should be satisfied. Hence,1071

PTZF
out,2 can be written as1072

PTZF
out,21073

= 1− 1
Γ(NR)

Γ
(

NR,
1+Rα

1

ζ

)
+

1
Γ(NR)

Γ
(

NR,
1+Rα

1

ζ

)
1074

× Pr (ρr�(R, U2,i)Y3 <τ2). (61)1075

The next step is to compute Pr (ρr�(R, U2,i)−αY3 < τ2), 1076

wherein the RV Y3 follows a Chi-square distribution with 1077

2(NT − 1) DoF. Moreover, since R2 � R1, we have 1078

�(R, U2,i) ≈ �(U2,i) [10]. Accordingly, 1079

Pr
(
Y3 <

τ2

ρr�(U2,i)

)
=

∫

Df

(
1−e−( τ2

ρr
)(1+rα)

NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

1080

×
(

τ2

ρr

)k

(1 + rα)k
)
fWf,i

(wf,i)dwf,i. (62) 1081

Applying fWf,i
(wf,i) = 1

π(R2
3−R2

2)
, (62) can be simplified as 1082

Pr
(
Y3 <

τ2

ρr�(U2,i)

)
= 1 − 2

R2
3 − R2

2

1083

×
∫ R3

R2

(
e−( τ2

ρr
)(1+rα)

NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k

(1+rα)k
)
rdr 1084

= 1 − 2
R2

3 − R2
2

NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k

Ψ0, (63) 1085

where Ψ0 =
∫ R3

R2
(1 + rα)k

e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+rα)rdr. For an arbitrary 1086

α > 2, Ψ0 is intractable. Therefore, we apply the Gaussian- 1087

Chebyshev quadrature method to find an approximation of Ψ0 1088

as follows 1089

Ψ0≈ π(R3 − R2)
2M

M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m (1 + zα
m)k

e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+zα
m). 1090

(64) 1091

By substituting (64) into (63) and then the result into (61), 1092

we obtain (26). 1093

APPENDIX C 1094

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3 1095

Invoking (25), and substituting wMRC
r and wMRT

t,i into (5) 1096

and (10), the outage probability of the far users with the 1097

MRC/MRT scheme can be expressed as 1098

PMRC
out,2 = Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2 + ρrY4 + 1
< τ2

)
1099

+Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2 + ρrY4 + 1
> τ2

)
1100

× Pr (ρr�(R, U2,i)Y5 < τ2) , (65) 1101

where Y4 = |wMRC
r

†
HRRwMRT

t,i |2 has an exponential dis- 1102

tribution with parameter σ2
RR and Y5 = ‖f2,i‖2 follows 1103

a Chi-square distribution with 2NT DoF. PMRC
out,2 can be 1104

re-expressed as 1105

PMRC
out,2 = 1 − Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2 + ρrY4 + 1
> τ2

)
1106

× Pr (ρr�(R, U2,i)Y5 > τ2) . (66) 1107
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Using similar steps as in Proposition 2 and the approximation1108

�(R, U2,i) ≈ �(U2,i), we can write1109

Pr (ρr�(U2,i)Y5 > τ2)1110

=
π

M(R3+R2)

NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k

1111

×
M∑

m=1

zm

√
1 − φ2

m (1 + zα
m)k

e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+zα
m)k

. (67)1112

Thus, the remaining task is to compute I �1113

Pr
(

ρsa2,i�(R)Y2
ρsa1,i�(R)Y2+ρrY4+1 >τ2

)
which can be expressed as1114

I =
∫ ∞

1
ζ
(R)

(
1 − e

− ζ
(R)
ρrσ2

RR

)
fY2(y)dy1115

=
1

Γ(NR)
Γ
(

NR,
1

ζ�(R)

)
− e

1
ρrσ2

RR

Γ(NR)

(
ζ�(R)
ρrσ2

RR

+ 1
)−NR

1116

×Γ
(

NR,
1

ρrσ2
RR

+
1

ζ�(R)

)
, (68)1117

where fY2(y) = yNR−1e−y

Γ(NR) is the pdf of the RV Y2 and1118

[30, Eq. (3.351.2)] was used to simplify the integral. Finally,1119

combining (67) and (68), we obtain (31).1120

APPENDIX D1121

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 41122

Substituting (34) and (35), into (14) we obtain1123

PHD
out,1 = 1 − Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(U1,i)Y1

ρsa1,i�(U1,i)Y1+ 1
>τHD

2 ,1124

ρsa1,i�(U1,i)Y1 > τHD
1

)
, (69)1125

which can be written as1126

PHD
out,1 = 1 − 2

R2
1

∫ R1

0

e−μHD(1+rα)rdr, (70)1127

for τHD
2 ≤ a2,i

a1,i
. Applying the gaussian-Chebyshev quadrature1128

approximation into (70), the outage probability of U1,i with the1129

half-duplex relaying can be expressed as (36) if τHD
2 ≤ a2,i

a1,i
.1130

Otherwise, PHD
out,1 = 1. Moreover, plugging (10) and (33)1131

into (25), PHD
out,2 can be expressed as1132

PHD
out,21133

= Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2+1
< τHD

2

)
1134

+ Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2+1
>τHD

2

)
Pr

(
ρr�(R, U2,i)Y5 <τHD

2

)
,1135

(71)1136

where Y5 = ‖f2,i‖2 follows the Chi-square distribution1137

with 2NT DoF. Using similar steps as in Proposition 2,1138

we obtain (37).1139

APPENDIX E 1140

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5 1141

Similar to (58), PTZF
out,1� for U�

1,i can be written as 1142

PTZF
out,1� =Pr

(
Y1≤

(
ρr�(R, U�

1,i)Y0+1
) μ

�(U�
1,i)

∣
∣Y0, NU1 ≥ 1

)
. 1143

(72) 1144

By following similar steps as in the derivation of (59), PTZF
out,1� 1145

for U�
1,i can be written as 1146

PTZF
out,1� =

1
2π

∫ R1

0

∫ π

π

(
1− e−μ(1+rα)

1+ qrρrμ(1+rα)

1+(R2
1+r2−2rR1cos(θr−θi))

α
2

)
1147

× fn∗(r)dθidr, (73) 1148

where fn∗(r) is the pdf of the shortest distance from U�
1,i to 1149

the AP, which is given by [10] 1150

fn∗(r) = υnre−πλnr2
. (74) 1151

Substituting (74) into (73), the proposition is proved. 1152

APPENDIX F 1153

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6 1154

The outage probability of U�
2,i can be expressed as 1155

PTZF
out,2� = Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2 + 1
< τ2|NU2 ≥ 1

)
1156

+ Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2 + 1
> τ2|NU2 ≥ 1

)
1157

× Pr
(
ρr�(R, U�

2,i)Y3 < τ2|NU2 ≥ 1
)
. (75) 1158

Since R2 � R1, we can approximate �(R, U�
2,i) ≈ �(U�

2,i) 1159

and PTZF
out,2� can be evaluated as 1160

PTZF
out,2� 1161

= 1− 1
Γ(NR)

Γ
(

NR,
1+Rα

1

ζ

)
+

1
Γ(NR)

Γ
(

NR,
1+Rα

1

ζ

)
1162

× Pr

(

Y3 <
τ2

ρr�(U�
2,i)

|NU2 ≥1

)

. (76) 1163

We note that Y3 is a Chi-square distributed RV with 2(NT−1) 1164

DoF, and thus 1165

FY3

(
τ2

ρr�(U�
2,i)

)

1166

=
∫ R3

R2

(

1−e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+rα)
NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k

1167

×
(

1 + rα

)k
⎞

⎠ f∗
f (r)dr, (77) 1168

where f∗
f (r) = υfre−πλf (r2−R2

2) [10] is the pdf of the 1169

nearest U�
2,i. Next, substituting f∗

f (r) into (77), we obtain 1170
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FY3

(
τ2

ρr�(U�
2,i)

)
= 1 − υfeπλf R2

2
∑NT−2

k=0
1
k!

(
τ2
ρr

)k

Ψ1, where1171

Ψ1 =
∫ R3

R2
e−(

τ2
ρr

+
τ2
ρr

rα+πλf r2)× (1 + rα)k
rdr. An exact1172

evaluation of Ψ is mathematically intractable. Hence, we use1173

the Gaussian-Chebyshev quadrature method to find an approx-1174

imation as1175

Ψ1≈ π(R3 − R2)
2M

M∑

m=1

zm

√
1 − φ2

m (1 + zα
m)k

1176

×e−(
τ2
ρr

+
τ2
ρr

zα
m+πλf z2

m). (78)1177

Substituting (78) into FY3

(
τ2

ρr�(U�
2,i)

)
and next the result1178

into (76), we arrive at the desired result.1179
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Abstract— We consider downlink non-orthogonal multiple1

access transmission where an access point communicates with2

a set of near and far users via a full-duplex multiple antenna3

relay. To deal with the inter-user interference at the near user4

and self-interference at the relay, we propose the optimum and5

suboptimal beamforming schemes. In addition, we consider two6

different user selection criteria, namely: 1) random near user7

and random far user (RNRF) selection and 2) nearest near user8

and nearest far user (NNNF) selection, and we derive the outage9

probabilities of the near and far users. Our findings reveal that10

as compared to half-duplex operation, full-duplex relaying can11

reduce the outage probability of the near users up to 63% in12

the case of NNNF user selection. With suboptimal beamforming13

schemes, the NNNF user selection shows a superior performance14

as compared to the RNRF user selection for all choices of transmit15

power, while with the optimum beamforming, the performance16

of the RNRF user selection converges to the NNNF user selection17

at high transmit power. The simulation results are provided to18

confirm the accuracy of the developed analytical results and19

facilitate a better performance comparison.20

Index Terms— Full-duplex, non-orthogonal multiple access21

(NOMA), stochastic geometry, beamforming.22

I. INTRODUCTION23

THE spectral efficiency of future fifth generation (5G)24

systems is expected to significantly increase as compared25

to the fourth generation (4G) mobile communication systems.26

To this end, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has27
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been recognized as a promising technology to achieve high 28

spectral efficiency. According to the principle of NOMA, 29

by exploiting the power domain, multiple users are multi- 30

plexed simultaneously to use the same radio resources [2]. 31

Therefore, NOMA deviates from current orthogonal multiple 32

access (OMA) techniques that allocate one resource block 33

exclusively to serve a user. In NOMA systems, multiplexing 34

several users on the same frequency channel causes multiuser 35

interference (MUI) which must be removed with the help 36

of sophisticated successive interference cancellation (SIC) 37

receivers. There is already a sizable body of literature on the 38

theory and practical aspects of NOMA systems, where the 39

compatibility of NOMA with other 5G key technologies such 40

as multiple-input multiple-out (MIMO) transmission has been 41

highlighted [3]. 42

On a parallel development, in-band full-duplex operation 43

has recently received significant attention, because of its 44

capability to double the spectral efficiency of traditional half- 45

duplex relaying [4]. Although full-duplex radars have been 46

around since the 1940s, the self-interference (SI) problem is 47

considered as one of the key challenges encountered in the 48

design of full-duplex communication systems. A full-duplex 49

transceiver can transmit and receive simultaneously in the 50

same frequency band. Therefore, to implement full-duplex 51

transmission at a transceiver, SI due to its own transmission 52

to the incoming signal must be mitigated [5]. Today, passive 53

cancellation methods, e.g., placement of radio frequency (RF) 54

absorbers, use of wavetraps, directional antennas etc., comple- 55

mented by active analog and digital cancellation stages, have 56

been proposed to effectively suppress the SI [6]. Moreover, 57

if full-duplex terminals are empowered with multiple antennas 58

or massive arrays, spatial mitigation techniques can be used 59

to further control the harmful effects of SI [5], [7]. Therefore, 60

SI can be canceled to an acceptable level, and the practical 61

implementation of full-duplex transceivers in modern commu- 62

nication systems will soon become a reality. 63

An ongoing main challenge for NOMA networks is that the 64

co-existence of the near and far users results in a performance 65

degradation for the far users [3], [8]. The performance of 66

these networks however, can be further improved by using 67

user cooperation [8]–[10] or dedicated relays [1], [11]–[22]. 68

In user-assisted cooperative NOMA, a user with a better 69

channel conditions, also referred to as the near user, helps 70

the far user which is likely to experience a poor connection 71

to the access point (AP) since the former is able to decode 72

1536-1276 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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the desired information and the information intended for the73

latter [8]. In relay-assisted NOMA systems, a dedicated relay74

is employed to assist the far user [11]. There has been a75

growing body of research that investigates the design of76

relay-assisted NOMA systems. In [11], a dedicated relay has77

been used to design a multiuser MIMO cooperative NOMA78

system with better outage performance. In [12], the exact79

and asymptotic expressions for the average rates of a relay-80

assisted NOMA system over Rayleigh fading channels have81

been developed. The capacity scaling law of a NOMA system82

with coordinated direct and decode-and-forward (DF) relay83

transmission has been derived in [13]. Amplify-and-forward84

relay-assisted NOMA transmission of [14] has been shown to85

achieve a superior coding gain as compared to a cooperative86

OMA strategy. In [15], a detection scheme that can be applied87

in relay-assisted NOMA to achieve significant performance88

gains has been proposed. The work in [16] has considered89

NOMA performance for a scenario where two DF relays90

are used to help source-destination transmission. A two relay91

NOMA model has also been studied in [17] where the relays92

either apply dirty paper coding or use time division multiple93

access to serve two users. Relay selection is a popular tech-94

nique considered in the present literature to combat fading and95

reduce the system complexity. In the context of cooperative96

NOMA, different relay selection criteria have been considered97

in [18] and [19] and these existing studies show that increasing98

the number of cooperative relays helps to improve the perfor-99

mance significantly. In [20] and [21], the resource allocation100

and relay beamforming schemes for the relay-assisted NOMA,101

capable of significantly outperforming OMA schemes, have102

been studied. Several works have also studied the perfor-103

mance of the relay-assisted NOMA in specific application104

scenarios such as simultaneous wireless information and power105

transfer [22].106

Common to all of the above works [8]–[22] is the half-107

duplex operation assumption at the relaying node. On the108

other hand, the complementary nature of NOMA and full-109

duplex can be combined to satisfy the high spectral efficiency110

requirements of 5G and beyond communications [23], [24].111

However, full-duplex cooperative NOMA transmission intro-112

duces several challenges such as SI due to signal leakage113

from the relay’s output to the input and inter-user interference114

at the near user [24]. In [25], a full-duplex device-to-device115

aided cooperative NOMA scheme was proposed, where the116

full-duplex near user assists the base station transmissions to117

the far user. In [26], a full-duplex relay-assisted cooperative118

NOMA scheme with dual-users was examined. It was shown119

that the proposed full-duplex relay-assisted NOMA system120

in [26] achieves better performance than the half-duplex one121

in the low to medium signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime. The122

authors in [27] provided the diversity analysis of a hybrid123

full-duplex/half-duplex user-assisted NOMA system with two124

users. In [28], the performance of a full-duplex NOMA125

system is investigated, where uplink and downlink NOMA126

transmissions are simultaneously carried out.127

In this paper, unlike references [25]–[28] that have analyzed128

two-user full-duplex NOMA systems with and without single-129

antenna relay, we study the performance. of a full-duplex130

multiple antenna relay-assisted NOMA system. The multiple 131

antenna assumption allows us to study the NOMA perfor- 132

mance with different beamforming designs and achieve spatial 133

domain SI suppression at the relay. Moreover, we employ 134

stochastic geometry for modeling the locations of the users 135

and include a user selection scheme into our system model. 136

Similar to [10], the users close to the AP are grouped together 137

while the users near to the cell edge form another group. 138

In particular, we consider two groups of users: near users, 139

randomly deployed within a disc, and far users, randomly 140

deployed within a ring, where their respective locations are 141

modeled as homogeneous Poisson point processes (PPPs). 142

In addition, we employ the concept of opportunistic scheduling 143

which is effective in improving the performance of multiuser 144

networks [29]. Accordingly, we assume that the AP commu- 145

nicates with only one selected near user and one far user with 146

the assistance of one selected relay and consider the following 147

user selection strategies, namely (i) random near user and 148

random far user (RNRF) selection and (ii) nearest near user 149

and nearest far user (NNNF) selection [10]. In this paper, 150

we focus on beamforming design and performance analysis 151

and leave other sophisticated user selection strategies which 152

may further improve the performance as a future research 153

direction. 154

We employ suboptimum beamforming methods such as 155

maximum ratio combining (MRC), maximal ratio transmis- 156

sion (MRT), and zero-forcing (ZF) at the relay, to obtain 157

receive and transmit beamformers which mitigate the SI effect. 158

Moreover, the beamformer optimization problem is formulated 159

and solved using an efficient approach. 160

The main contributions of this work are as follows: 161

• We consider both inter-user interference at the near user 162

and SI at the full-duplex relay and derive the outage 163

probabilities of the RNRF and NNNF user selection 164

strategies, when several suboptimum beamformers are 165

applied at the relay. In order to highlight the system 166

behavior and provide important insights into the per- 167

formance, closed-form upper and lower bounds on the 168

outage probability as well as simple expressions valid 169

for certain special cases are also presented. These studies 170

reveal the effects of key system parameters, such as the 171

number of relay antennas; the strength of the residual 172

SI and residual inter-user interference; user zone and 173

density on the system performance. A key observation 174

is that the proposed suboptimum beamforming schemes 175

achieve the same outage performance for the near users. 176

However, they provide different tradeoffs among the 177

system performance, complexity, and user fairness. 178

• An optimum receiver and transmit relay beamformer 179

design, based on the semidefinite relaxation (SDR) 180

approach, is proposed, where the objective is to maximize 181

the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the 182

near user while guaranteeing that the SINR at the far 183

user is above a certain value. Our results show that 184

with the suboptimum designs, the NNNF user selection 185

scheme achieves superior SINR performance compared 186

with RNRF in all the transmit power regimes. From 187

analysis based on single-antenna systems, it has been 188
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understood that NNNF performs better than RNRF in189

almost all cases [10]. However, with the help of opti-190

mum beamforming and for high transmit power regime,191

we find that the performance of RNRF can be as good192

as NNNF. This is a promising result since RNRF can193

be implemented without knowledge of CSI and provides194

greater fairness than NNNF.195

• Our findings reveal that the full-duplex relaying can196

reduce the outage probability of the near users up to197

63% in the case of NNNF user selection and up to 55%198

in the case of RNRF user selection as compared to the199

half-duplex relaying. In addition, increasing the number200

of transmit antennas significantly improves the far user201

outage performance of the MRC/ZF beamforming design,202

while the outage performance of the ZF/MRT design is203

slightly improved by increasing the number of receive204

antennas. Interestingly, simulation results show that the205

impact of particular beamforming design on the outage206

performance of the far users is more significant for207

the NNNF user selection than that for the RNRF user208

selection. Also, the MRC/MRT scheme outperforms other209

suboptimal designs for scenarios in which the radius of210

the far user’s zone is large.211

Notation: We use bold upper case letters to denote matrices,212

bold lower case letters to denote vectors. The superscripts213

(·)∗, (·)T , and (·)† stand for conjugate, transpose, and con-214

jugate transpose, respectively; E {x} denotes the expectation215

of the random variable x; the Euclidean norm of the vector216

and the trace are denoted by ‖ · ‖, and tr(·), respectively;217

CN (μ, σ2) denotes a circular symmetric complex Gaussian218

random variable (RV) with mean μ and variance σ2; Γ(a) is219

the Gamma function; Γ(a, x) is upper incomplete Gamma220

function [30, Eq. (8.350)].221

II. SYSTEM MODEL222

Consider a network with an AP and two groups of randomly223

deployed users: near and far users as shown in Fig. 1. The224

near users {U1,i}, i = 1, · · · , NU1 , are deployed within a225

disc of radius R1, denoted by Dn, and the far users {U2,i},226

i = 1, · · · , NU2 , are deployed within a ring of inner and outer227

radii R2 and R3.1 denoted by Df , In order to make ensure228

that the performance analysis for the far users is tractable,229

we assume that R2 � R1. The locations of the near and far230

users are modeled according to PPPs Φn and Φf , respectively,231

with the densities λn and λf . We focus on the downlink232

NOMA transmission with one near user and one far user.233

Specifically, in this system set up, there is a direct link between234

the AP and near user U1,i while such a link does not exist235

between the AP and the far user U2,i [13], [26]. In order to236

assist far user communications, we exploit K full-duplex DF237

relays, {Rk}, k = 1, · · · , K , symmetrically deployed at a dis-238

tance R1 from the cell center in a circular fashion, that forward239

1Once values for R1 and R2 are decided for performance optimization,
intermediate users that neither fall into the near user nor far user categories
could be served using OMA resources [10] since the use of NOMA resources
for the intermediate users will not significantly enhance the spectral efficiency,
compared to that of OMA [31].

Fig. 1. The considered downlink NOMA system model with relay-assisted
transmission, wherein U1,i and U2,i are the selected near user and selected
far user, respectively, R is the selected FD relay, and HRR and f1,i are the
residual SI and inter-user interference channels, respectively.

the information to the far users. Randomness of the relay 240

locations might provide further performance improvements at 241

the expense of increasing system implementation complexity. 242

Hence, our model assumes deterministic deployment of the 243

relays [32], whereas random deployment is left as a future 244

research direction. 245

We assume a single-antenna AP communication aided by 246

the infrastructure-based relays where each relay is equipped 247

with NR antennas for reception and NT antennas for transmis- 248

sion. This model with a single antenna AP facilities system 249

analysis and the derived expressions are useful to obtain 250

design insights. Moreover, in the considered NOMA downlink 251

transmission, the signal is processed through a single RF 252

chain and transmitted from the AP antenna. Also, signal 253

reception at the users is performed using a single antenna and 254

a receive RF chain. For a more realistic propagation model, 255

we assume that the links experience both large-scale path loss 256

effects and small-scale fading. Rayleigh distributed channel 257

coefficients are approximately constant over an observation 258

time, T , (corresponding to the channel coherence time) and 259

vary independently between different slots. As appropriate, 260

we define the distance d�# between node � ∈ {AP, Rk} 261

and # ∈ {U1,i, U2,i, Rk}. The bounded path loss model 262

�(�, #) = β0
1+dα

�#
between node � and # is used, which 263

guarantees that the path loss is always greater than one even 264

if d�# < 1, where α ≥ 2 denotes the path loss exponent, 265

and β0 =
(

c
4πfc

)2
, denotes the free space path loss at a 266

transmitter-receiver separation distance of 1 m at the carrier 267

frequency, fc [33], [34]. For notational convenience, if node 268

� is the AP located at the origin, the index � will be omitted, 269

i.e., �(AP, #) = �(#) and dAP# = d#. Before transmission, 270

two users U1,i and U2,i are selected to perform NOMA 271

transmission with the aid of the selected relay, denoted by R, 272

where the selection criterion for user selection and relay 273

selection will be discussed in Subsection II-B. 274
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A. Transmission Protocol275

According to the NOMA concept [2], the AP transmits276

a combination of messages to both users and the selected277

relay R as278

s[n] =
√

PSa1,ix1,i[n] +
√

PSa2,ix2,i[n], (1)279

where PS is the AP transmit power and xk,i, k ∈ {1, 2}280

denotes the information symbol to Uk,i, and ak,i denotes the281

power allocation coefficient, such that a1,i + a2,i = 1 and282

a1,i < a2,i. Since the selected relay R operates in the full-283

duplex mode, it simultaneously receives s[n] and forwards r[n]284

with power PR to the U2,i. The received signal at R can be285

expressed as.2286

yR[n] =
√

�(R)hRs[n] + HRRr[n] + nR[n], (2)287

where we model the NR × NT residual SI channel HRR288

as identically independent distributed (i.i.d) CN (0, σ2
RR)289

RVs [5], [6], hR ∈ CNR×1 is the channel between the AP290

and R and its entries are i.i.d, CN (0, 1), nR[n] is the291

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the relay with292

E

{
nRn†

R

}
= σ2

RI, and r[n] is the transmitted relay signal293

satisfying E
{
r[n]r†[n]

}
= PR, given by294

r[n] =
√

PRwt,ix2,i[n − δ], (3)295

where δ accounts for the time delay caused by relay process-296

ing [5]. Since the relay R adopts the DF protocol, upon297

receiving the signal, it first applies a linear combining vector298

wr on yR to obtain an estimate of s[n], denoted by ŝ[n], as299

ŝ[n] =
√

�(R)w†
rhRs[n] + w†

rHRRr[n]+w†
rnR[n]. (4)300

Next the relay decodes the information intended for U2,i301

while treating the symbol of U1,i as interference [26]. Finally,302

the relay forwards x2,i[n − δ] to U2,i using the transmit303

beamforming vector wt,i. Let ‖wt,i‖2 = ‖wr‖2 = 1. The304

received SINR at the selected relay R is given by305

γR =
PSa2,i�(R)|w†

rhR|2
PSa1,i�(R)|w†

rhR|2 + PR|w†
rHRRwt,i|2 + σ2

R

. (5)306

On the other hand, the received signal at U1,i can be written as307

y1,i[n] =
√

�(U1,i)h1,is[n]+
√

PR�(R, U1,i)fT
1,iwt,ix2,i[n−δ]308

+ n1,i[n], (6)309

where h1,i ∼ CN (0, 1) is the channel between the AP and310

U1,i, f1,i ∈ CNT×1 denotes the channel between the relay311

and U1,i, and n1,i[n] ∼ CN (0, σ2
n1

) denotes the AWGN at312

the U1,i. Moreover, �(R, U1,i) = 1
1+dα

RU1,i

with dRU1,i =313

√
R2

1 + d2
U1,i

− 2R1 dU1,i cos(θr − θi), where θr denotes the314

angle of the selected relay R from reference x-axis and θi315

denotes the angle of the U1,i from reference x-axis, −π ≤316

θr − θi ≤ π.317

2In practice, ideal SI cancellation is impossible to achieve since transmit
distortion noise due to front-end hardware imperfections is not perfectly
known [5]. Accordingly, in our transmission protocol, we consider the effect
of residual SI

It is assumed that x2,i[n − δ] is known to U1,i, and 318

thus U1,i can remove it via interference cancellation [26]. 319

Nevertheless, here, we consider the case of imperfect inter- 320

ference cancellation wherein U1,i cannot perfectly remove 321

x2,i[n−δ]. In particular, we model the elements of the NT ×1 322

channel f1,i, known as the inter-user interference channel, 323

as i.i.d CN (0, qr × 1) RVs, where qr represents the strength 324

of the inter-user interference [26]. Specifically, qr = 0 implies 325

perfect interference cancellation at U1,i. 326

Applying the principle of NOMA concept, SIC is carried 327

out at U1,i. In particular, U1,i first decodes the message 328

of U2,i, i.e., x2,i, then subtracts it from the received signal to 329

detect its own message, if x2,i is decoded correctly. Therefore, 330

the received SINR at U1,i to detect x2,i of U2,i is given by 331

γ
x2,i

1,i =
PSa2,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2+PR�(R, U1,i)|fT
1,iwt,i|2+ σ2

n1

, 332

(7) 333

and the received SINR at U1,i to detect its own message, x1,i, 334

is given by 335

γ
x1,i

1,i =
PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PR�(R, U1,i)|fT
1,iwt,i|2 + σ2

n1

. (8) 336

Finally, the observation at U2,i can be expressed as follows: 337

y2,i[n]=
√

PR�(R, U2,i)fT
2,iwt,ix2,i[n−δ]+n2,i[n], (9) 338

where �(R, U2,i) = 1
1+dα

RU2,i

with dRU2,i = 339

√
R2

1+ d2
U2,i

−2R1 dU2,icos(θr−θ́i), θ́i denotes the angle of 340

U2,i from reference x-axis, f2,i ∈ CNT×1 denotes the channel 341

between R and U2,i and n2,i[n] ∼ CN (0, σ2
n2

) denotes 342

the AWGN at U2,i. Therefore, the received SNR at U2,i is 343

given by 344

γ
x2,i

2,i =
PR�(R, U2,i)|fT

2,iwt,i|2
σ2

n2

. (10) 345

B. User Selection and Relay Selection Strategies 346

The NOMA principle can be implemented in two ways [3]. 347

One way is to order the users according to their channel 348

conditions, which assumes that there are no strict quality-of- 349

service (QoS) requirements. The second approach is to order 350

the users according to their QoS requirements, instead of their 351

channel conditions. In this paper, we consider the first way of 352

NOMA implementation which assumes that the users do not 353

have strict QoS requirements and can be served opportunisti- 354

cally using the RNRF and NNNF strategies. In particular, for 355

the RNRF strategy, the AP randomly selects the near user U1,i 356

and the far user U2,i from the two groups of users. For the 357

NNNF strategy, a user within the disc, Dn, with the shortest 358

distance to the AP is selected as a near user3 U�
1,i and the 359

user within ring, Df , with the shortest distance to the AP is 360

selected as a far user U�
2,i. It is worth pointing out that the 361

considered user selection strategies yield different tradeoffs 362

3Here after, superscript “�” is used to indicate the selected near user, selected
far user, and the corresponding outage probabilities with the NNNF user
selection strategy.
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among system complexity, reliability, and user fairness. For363

example, RNRF does not need to know the users’ channel364

information for performing the user selection strategy, which365

reduces the system overhead. NNNF tries to pair the nearest366

near user and the nearest far user for NOMA, which yields367

the best performance due to small path loss but might result368

in potential issues in user fairness.369

For each user selection strategy, the relay with the minimum370

Euclidean distance from the selected far user is chosen for371

cooperative NOMA. We can define the relay selection crite-372

rion as373

min{‖Rk, U2,i‖, k ∈ {1, · · · , K}}. (11)374

This relay selection strategy is suitable for practical scenarios,375

wherein the far users are much farther away from the AP in376

comparison with the near users, and thus have the poor channel377

conditions. Accordingly, the criterion in (11) can improve the378

reception reliability of the far users.379

III. FULL-DUPLEX COOPERATIVE NOMA380

WITH RNRF USER SELECTION381

In this section, we characterize the system performance382

with the RNRF user selection. Its implementation does not383

require the knowledge of the instantaneous CSI of the users.384

From (5), (7), (8), and (10), it is evident that the received385

SINR and SNR of both the near and far users are dependent386

on the beamforming design at the selected relay R. Hence,387

in the sequel we adopt three beamforming designs described388

in the literature [35], [36], namely transmit ZF (TZF), receive389

ZF (RZF), and MRC/MRT.390

Case 1) TZF Scheme: If the selected relay is equipped391

with NT > 1 transmit antennas, SI can be canceled out by392

projecting the transmit signal to the null space of the received393

signal at the relay input [35]. Furthermore, we fix the MRC394

beamforming vector wMRC
r = hR

‖hR‖ at the relay receiver.395

Therefore, the optimal transmit beamforming vector wt,i is396

obtained by solving the following problem:397

max
‖wt,i‖=1

|fT
2,iwt,i|2398

s.t. h†
RHRRwt,i = 0. (12)399

Using similar steps as in [35], the optimal transmit vector400

wt,i in (12) is obtained as wZF
t,i = Af∗2,i

‖Af∗2,i‖ , where A = INT
−401

H†
RRhRh†

RHRR

‖h†
RHRR‖2 .402

Case 2) RZF Scheme: As a second scheme, we assume403

that wMRT
t,i = f∗2,i

‖f2,i‖ , i.e., the relay employees the MRT404

beamforming vector, and uses ZF criterion for designing the405

receive beamforming vector wr. When the selected relay is406

equipped with NR > 1 receive antennas, the undesired SI can407

be completely nullified. In this case, the optimization of wr408

can be expressed as [35]409

max
‖wr‖=1

w†
rhR|2,410

s.t. w†
rHRRf∗2,i = 0. (13)411

The optimal solution of (13), wZF
r , can be expressed as wZF

r =412

BhR

‖BhR‖ , where B = INR
− HRRf∗2,if

T
2,iH

†
RR

‖HRRf∗2,i‖2 .413

Case 3) MRC/MRT Scheme: The MRC/MRT scheme is 414

applied in half-duplex relay-assisted systems, and hence it is 415

interesting to investigate the performance of the full-duplex 416

relay-assisted NOMA system with the MRC/MRT scheme. 417

Specifically, the receive and transmit beamformers are selected 418

as wMRC
r = hR

‖hR‖ and wMRT
t,i = f∗2,i

‖f2,i‖ , respectively. 419

A. Outage Probability of the Near Users 420

An outage event at the near user U1,i occurs when x2,i is 421

decoded in error or when x2,i is decoded correctly but x1,i 422

is decoded in error. Let τ1 = 2R1 − 1 and τ2 = 2R2 − 1, 423

where R1 and R2 are the transmission rates at U1,i and U2,i, 424

respectively. The outage probability at U1,i can be expressed 425

as [26] 426

Pout,1 = 1 − Pr
(
γ

x2,i

1,i > τ2, γ
x1,i

1,i > τ1

)
. (14) 427

1) TZF Scheme: Substituting wMRC
r and wZF

t,i into (7) 428

and (8), the received SINR at U1,i to detect x2,i with 429

TZF, γ̃
x2,i

1,i , and the received SINR at U1,i to detect x1,i with 430

TZF, γ̃
x1,i

1,i , can be obtained as 431

γ̃
x2,i

1,i =
PSa2,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2+PR�(R, U1,i)|fT
1,iw

ZF
t,i |2+σ2

n1

, 432

(15) 433

and 434

γ̃
x1,i

1,i =
PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PR�(R, U1,i)|fT
1,iw

ZF
t,i |2 + σ2

n1

, (16) 435

respectively. Accordingly, based on (14), the following propo- 436

sition presents the outage probability of U1,i with the TZF 437

scheme. 438

Proposition 1: The outage probability of U1,i with the TZF 439

scheme is given by 440

PTZF
out,1 = 1 − 1

πR2
1

∫ R1

0

∫ π

−π

e−μ(1+rα)

1+ qrρrμ(1+rα)

1+(R2
1+r2−2rR1 cos(θr−θi))

α
2

441

× rdθidr, (17) 442

if τ2 ≤ a2,i

a1,i
, otherwise PTZF

out,1 = 1, where μ = max
(

1
ζ , τ1

ρsa1,i

)
443

with ζ = ρsa2,i−ρsa1,iτ2
τ2

, ρs = PS

N0
, ρr = PR

N0
, and N0 is the 444

mean power of noise at the near user.4 445

Proof: See Appendix A. 446

From (17), we see that the outage probability of the near 447

users with RNRF is independent of the users density, λn. This 448

is because RNRF selects users randomly, and hence increasing 449

the number of near users will not affect its performance. 450

In order to derive approximate closed-form expressions, 451

we now set cos(θr − θi) = ±1. In particular, by setting 452

cos(θr − θi) = +1, �(R, U1,i) is maximized, and hence the 453

inter-user interference at U1,i is maximized, which minimizes 454

γ
x1,i

1,i and γ
x2,i

1,i . On the other hand, cos(θr − θi) = −1 results 455

in the minimum inter-user interference at U1,i. Consequently, 456

from (17), the upper bound on the outage probability of U1,i 457

4Without lost of generality, it is assumed that the mean power of noise at
all users and relay is the same and denoted by N0.
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can be written as458

PTZF,U
out,1 = 1 − 2

R2
1

∫ R1

0

e−μ(1+rα)

1 + qrρrμ(1+rα)

1+(R2
1+r2−2ηR1r)

α
2

rdr, (18)459

where η = 1 (η = −1 for the lower bound). To the best of our460

knowledge, the integral in (18) does not admit a closed-form461

solution, however by following a similar approach as in [10],462

we use the Gaussian-Chebyshev quadrature method [37] to463

obtain464

PTZF,U
out,1 ≈1− π

2M

M∑

m=1

√
(1 − φm)(1 + φm)3

1 + qrρrμ(1+cα
m)

1+(R2
1+c2

m−2ηR1cm)
α
2

e−μ(1+cα
m),465

(19)466

where cm = (φm + 1)R1
2 , φm = cos(2m−1

2M π) and M467

is a parameter to guarantee a desirable complexity-accuracy468

tradeoff. This expression explicitly shows that the outage469

performance of the near users with the RNRF selection is470

jointly determined by four factors: 1) the strength of the inter-471

user interference, qr, 2) the AP and relay transmission powers,472

3) the path loss exponent, and 4) the radius of the near user’s473

disc, R1. Additionally, the outage performance of the near474

users with TZF is independent of the number of antennas at475

the relay.476

Now, to obtain additional insights on the outage perfor-477

mance, we consider a full-duplex cooperative NOMA sce-478

nario with perfect inter-user interference cancellation at U1,i,479

i.e., qr = 0. Substituting qr = 0 in (59), the outage probability480

of U1,i with the TZF scheme can be written as481

PTZF,P
out,1 = 1 − 2

R2
1

∫ R1

0

e−μ(1+rα)rdr. (20)482

For an arbitrary choice of α, the integral in (20) is mathemat-483

ically intractable, and hence we use the Gaussian-Chebyshev484

quadrature method. Therefore, (20) can be approximately485

expressed in closed-form as486

PTZF,P
out,1 ≈1− π

2M

M∑

m=1

√
(1 − φm)(1 + φm)3e−μ(1+cα

m). (21)487

As an immediate observation from (21), we see that the outage488

performance for the near users improves with decreasing R1,489

smaller path loss, and higher source transmission power.490

Moreover, for the special case of α = 2, PTZF,P
out,1 can be491

obtained from (20) as an exact expression which is given by492

PTZF,P
out,1 =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1 − e−μ

μR2
1

+
e−μ(1+R2

1)

μR2
1

, τ2 ≤ a2

a1
,

1, τ2 >
a2

a1
,

(22)493

which presents the lowest possible theoretical lower bound on494

the outage probability of the near users among communication495

scenarios with different values of α, namely, 2 ≤ α ≤ 6.496

2) RZF Scheme: Substituting wMRT
t,i into (7) and (8), the497

received SINR at U1,i to detect x2,i with RZF, γ̂
x2,i

1,i , and the498

received SINR at U1,i to detect x2,i with RZF, γ̂
x1,i

1,i , can be499

obtained as500

γ̂
x2,i

1,i =
PSa2,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2+PR�(R, U1,i)|fT
1,iw

MRT
t,i |2+σ2

n1

,501

(23)502

and 503

γ̂
x1,i

1,i =
PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PR�(R, U1,i)|fT
1,iw

MRT
t,i |2 + σ2

n1

, 504

(24) 505

respectively. 506

From (15), (16), (23), and (24) |fT
1,iw

ZF
t,i |2 and |fT

1,iw
MRT
t,i |2 507

are exponential RVs with the same mean qr, and hence γ̂
x1,i

1,i 508

and γ̂
x2,i

1,i have the same statistical characteristics as γ̃
x1,i

1,i 509

and γ̃
x2,i

1,i , respectively. Accordingly, based on (14), we get 510

PTZF
out,1 = PRZF

out,1. Additionally, the presented results for the 511

outage probability of U1,i with the TZF scheme are identical 512

for that of the RZF counterpart. 513

3) MRC/MRT Scheme: From (7) and (8), we observe that 514

the received SINR at the near user is dependent only on wt,i. 515

Since both the RZF and MRC/MRT schemes use the same 516

transmit beamformer wMRT
t,i , we have PMRC

out,1 = PRZF
out,1 = PTZF

out,1. 517

We see that all of the proposed beamforming schemes 518

achieve the same outage performance for the near users. How- 519

ever, as studied below, the proposed beamforming schemes 520

provide different performance/complexity tradeoffs for the far 521

users. 522

B. Outage Probability of the Far Users 523

The outage event at U2,i is due to the following two cases: 524

1) R cannot decode x2,i, and 2) R can decode x2,i but x2,i 525

cannot be decoded correctly by U2,i. Therefore, the outage 526

probability at U2,i can be written as 527

Pout,2 =Pr (γR <τ2)+Pr (γR >τ2) Pr
(
γ

x2,i

2,i < τ2

)
. (25) 528

1) TZF Scheme: Applying wMRC
r and wZF

t,i into (5) and (10), 529

the received SINR at the relay with TZF, γ̃R, and the received 530

SNR at U2,i with TZF, γ̃
x2,i

2,i , can be obtained, respectively. 531

The following proposition presents the outage probability of 532

the TZF scheme for an arbitrary choice of α. 533

Proposition 2: The outage probability of U2,i with the TZF 534

scheme is given by 535

PTZF
out,2 = 1 − π

M(R3 + R2)Γ(NR)
Γ
(
NR,

(1 + Rα
1 )

ζ

)NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

536

×
(

τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m (1+zα
m)k

e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+zα
m), 537

(26) 538

where zm = R3−R2
2 (φm + 1) + R2. 539

Proof: See Appendix B. 540

We observe that PTZF
out,2 depends on the number of receive/ 541

transmit antennas, the far user’s zone, the transmission power, 542

and the path loss. In particular, PTZF
out,2 is decreasing with 543

PS , PR, and the number of receive/transmit antennas. How- 544

ever, from (19) and Proposition 1, as PR increases, the inter- 545

user interference increases and the outage probability of the 546

near users increases. Thus, one can improve the outage perfor- 547

mance of the far users by increasing the number of transmit 548

antennas without deteriorating the outage performance of the 549

near users. 550
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Note that in an interference-limited network, the SNR551

distribution can be replaced by the SIR distribution in (25)552

to obtain a much simpler analytical expression. For example,553

when noise is ignored, PTZF
out,2 in (25) can be written as554

PTZF
out,2 = Pr

(
a2,i

a1,i
< τ2

)
+ Pr

(
a2,i

a1,i
> τ2

)
555

× Pr (ρr�(R, U2,i)Y3 < τ2) , (27)556

in which, to guarantee the implementation of NOMA, the con-557

dition a2,i

a1,i
≥τ2 should be satisfied, and thus Pr

(
a2,i

a1,i
<τ2

)
=0.558

Accordingly, PTZF
out,2 can be written as559

PTZF
out,2 ≈ Pr (ρr�(U2,i)Y3 < τ2)560

≈ 1 − π

M(R3 + R2)

NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m561

× (1 + zα
m)k e−( τ2

ρr
)(1+zα

m). (28)562

Clearly (28) is independent of PS and NR. Therefore, in an563

interference-limited network, increasing the source transmit564

power and the number of receive antennas does not increase565

the outage performance. We now turn our attention towards566

characterizing the outage probability of the far users for the567

special case of α = 2 in the interference-limited regime.568

By applying α = 2 in (27), and then using the integral identity569

of [30, Eq. (2.33.11)], we obtain570

PTZF
out,2 =1− 1

R2
3 − R2

2

NT−2∑

k=0

(
τ2

ρr

)k

(G(R2) − G(R3)), (29)571

where G(x) = e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+x2) ∑k
j=0

(1+x2)j

j!

(
τ2
ρr

)j−k−1

.572

We see that the outage performance depends on the radius573

of the far user’s zone.574

2) RZF Scheme: Applying wZF
r and wMRT

t,i into (5) and (10),575

the received SINR at the relay with RZF, γ̂R, and the received576

SNR at U2,i with RZF, γ̂
x2,i

2,i , can be obtained, respectively.577

Using the outage definition in (25) and similar to (26), we can578

derive the outage probability of the far users with the RZF579

scheme as:580

PRZF
out,2581

= 1 − π

M(R3 + R2)Γ(NR − 1)
Γ
(
NR − 1,

(1 + Rα
1 )

ζ

)
582

×
NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m (1+zα
m)k

e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+zα
m).583

(30)584

Based on (26) and (30), it is clear that the TZF and RZF585

schemes exhibit the same outage probability of the far users586

for some antenna configurations. For example, if we consider 587

the values of NT and NR as a pair (NT , NR), TZF (NT , NR) 588

has the same outage performance with RZF (NT −1, NR+1). 589

Moreover, for both the TZF and RZF schemes, the outage 590

performance of the far users is an increasing function of 591

PS and PR due to the fact that the receive/transmit ZF 592

operation completely cancels the SI at the relay’s input/output 593

and as a result, increasing PR improves the second-hop SNR 594

of the far users. In the case of the MRC/MRT scheme, this 595

behavior is somewhat different. On the other hand, as we 596

observed from (17), the outage probability of the near users 597

is decreasing with PS and is increasing with PR. There- 598

fore, to further enhance the performance of relay-assisted 599

NOMA transmissions, it is important to optimally allocate 600

total power between the AP and relay, and jointly optimize 601

the receive/transmit beamformers of the relay. 602

3) MRC/MRT Scheme: Substituting wMRC
r and wMRT

t,i 603

into (5) and (10), the received SINR at the relay and the 604

received SNR at U2,i with the MRC/MRT scheme can be 605

obtained, respectively. The following proposition provides the 606

outage probability of U2,i. 607

Proposition 3: The outage probability of U2,i with the 608

MRC/MRT scheme is given by (31), shown at the bottom of 609

this page. 610

Proof: See Appendix C. 611

As evident in Subsection III-A, the outage probability of 612

the near users for the proposed beamforming schemes is 613

independent of the number of antennas at the relay. However, 614

it is interesting to study the outage performance of the far 615

users when NR and NT grow large. Using the law of large 616

numbers and the results presented in [7], we can show that 617

when NR → ∞ and NT → ∞, the outage probabilities for 618

the three proposed beamforming schemes with RNRF user 619

selection can be further simplified as 620

Pout,2 621

≈

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0,
ρrNT

τ2
> Rα

3 + 1,

R2
3 −

(
ρrNT

τ2
− 1

) 2
α

R2
3 − R2

2

, Rα
2 + 1 <

ρrNT

τ2
< Rα

3 + 1,

1,
ρrNT

τ2
< Rα

2 + 1.

622

(32) 623

C. Half-Duplex Relaying 624

Let us now consider the half-duplex operation for a relay- 625

assisted cooperative NOMA transmission. The system model 626

PMRC
out,2 = 1 − π

M(R3 + R2)

NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1 − φ2

m (1 + zα
m)k

e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+zα
m)

×
⎛

⎝ 1
Γ(NR)

Γ
(

NR,
1 + Rα

1

ζ

)
− e

1
ρrσ2

RR

Γ(NR)

(
ζ

ρrσ2
RR(1 + Rα

1 )
+ 1

)−NR

Γ
(
NR,

1
ρrσ2

RR

+
1+Rα

1

ζ

)
⎞

⎠ . (31)
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is the similar to that of the full-duplex counterpart, except that627

two time slots are used for the reception and transmission at628

the relay, respectively. Specifically, for a transmission block629

time of T , T
2 is dedicated to the AP for transmitting a630

combination of messages to both users and the selected relay631

and the remaining T
2 is used by the relay for transmitting632

information to the far users. Accordingly, the received SNR at633

R can be expressed as634

ςR =
PSa2,i�(R)|w†

rhR|2
PSa1,i�(R)|w†

rhR|2 + σ2
R

. (33)635

In addition, the received SINRs at U1,i to detect x2,i and to636

detect x1,i are, respectively, given by637

ς
x2,i

1,i =
PSa2,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2+ σ2
n1

, (34)638

and639

ς
x1,i

1,i =
PSa1,i�(U1,i)|h1,i|2

σ2
n1

. (35)640

Moreover, the received SNR at U2,i, ς
x2,i

2,i , is given by (10). Let641

τHD
1 = 22R1−1 and τHD

2 = 22R2−1. Considering MRC/MRT642

as the receive/transmit beamformers, in the next proposition,643

we present the outage probability expressions for the near and644

far users with half-duplex relaying.645

Proposition 4: The outage probabilities of U1,i and U2,i646

with the half-duplex relaying are given by647

PHD
out,1 ≈ 1 − π

2M

M∑

m=1

√
(1 − φm)(1 + φm)3e−μHD(1+cα

m),648

(36)649

and650

PHD
out,2651

= 1− π

M(R3+R2)Γ(NR)
Γ
(
NR,

1+Rα
1

ζHD

)NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

652

×
(

τHD
2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m (1+zα
m)k

e
−
�

τHD
2
ρr

�
(1+zα

m)
,653

(37)654

respectively, where μHD = max
(

1
ζHD ,

τHD
1

ρsa1,i

)
with ζHD =655

ρsa2,i−ρsa1,iτ
HD
2

τHD
2

.656

Proof: See Appendix D.657

From (36), we see that, the outage performance of the near658

user PHD
out,1 increases with decreasing R1 and it is independent659

of PR, which is in contrast to the full-duplex operation.660

This result is intuitively expected because under half-duplex661

operation, the AP and relay transmit in two different time662

slots and the near users do not suffer from the inter-user663

interference, and also with the reduced R1, path loss is664

reduced. From (37), it can be observed that increasing PR665

increases the outage performance of the far users.666

IV. FULL-DUPLEX COOPERATIVE NOMA 667

WITH NNNF USER SELECTION 668

In this section, we investigate the outage performance of 669

the NNNF user selection scheme, in which the users’ CSI 670

is utilized to select the near and far users with the shortest 671

distance to the AP. Accordingly, the NNNF user selection can 672

minimize the outage probability of both the near and far users. 673

A. Outage Probability of the Near Users 674

1) TZF Scheme: By invoking (14), we can study the outage 675

probability of the near users. We have the following key result: 676

Proposition 5: The outage probability of U�
1,i with the TZF 677

scheme is given by 678

PTZF
out,1� = 1 − υn

2π

∫ R1

0

∫ π

−π

e−μ(1+rα)

1+ qrρrμ(1+rα)

1+(R2
1+r2−2rR1cos(θr−θi))

α
2

679

× re−πλnr2
dθidr, (38) 680

where υn = 2πλn

1−e−πλnR2
1

. 681

Proof: See Appendix E. 682

The main difference between the RNRF and the NNNF 683

strategies is that the outage probability for NNNF is dependent 684

on the density of the near users. In particular, PTZF
out,1� is a 685

function of both the design parameters R1 and λn, whereas 686

PTZF
out,1 is only influenced by R1. We next focus on a few 687

special cases and/or asymptotic results which yield closed- 688

form expressions. 689

Similar to the RNRF strategy, the outage probability, 690

PTZF,U
out,1� , can be upper bounded (η = 1) and lower bounded 691

(η = −1) as 692

PTZF,U
out,1� ≈ 1 − πυnR1

2M

M∑

m=1

√
(1 − φ2

m) 693

× e−μ(1+cα
m)cme−πλnc2

m

1 + qrρrμ

1+(R2
1+c2

m−2ηR1cm)
α
2

(1 + cα
m)

. (39) 694

This expression clearly shows that PTZF,U
out,1� decreases when the 695

density of the near users increases. Additionally, the outage 696

probability of U�
1,i of NNNF with the TZF scheme and perfect 697

inter-user interference cancellation at U�
1,i can be expressed in 698

closed-form, for an arbitrary α, as 699

PTZF,P
out,1� = 1 − υn

∫ R1

0

e−μ(1+rα)re−πλnr2
dr 700

≈ 1− πυnR1

2M

M∑

m=1

√
(1 − φ2

m)e−μ(1+cα
m)cme−πλnc2

m . 701

(40) 702

For the special case of α = 2, PTZF,P
out,1� can be further 703

simplified to 704

PTZF,P
out,1� =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1−
υn

(
e−μ − e−R2

1(μ+πλn)−μ
)

2(μ + πλn)
τ2≤ a2,i

a1,i
,

1 τ2 >
a2,i

a1,i
.

705

(41) 706
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From (41), as λn → ∞, we have PTZF,P
out,1� ∼ 1 − e−μ which707

is independent of λn and R1, and decreases exponentially708

with PS .709

2) RZF Scheme: γ̂
x1,i

1,i and γ̂
x2,i

1,i have the same statistical710

characteristics as γ̃
x1,i

1,i and γ̃
x2,i

1,i , respectively, and thus the711

results presented in (38), (39), (40), and (41) also hold for the712

RZF scheme.713

3) MRC/MRT Scheme: Both the RZF and MRC/MRT714

schemes use the same transmit beamformer wMRC
t,i , and accord-715

ingly the presented results for the TZF and RZF schemes are716

identical for the MRC/MRT scheme.717

B. Outage Probability of the Far Users718

1) TZF Scheme: Using the definition in (25), we analyze719

the outage probability of the far users. The following propo-720

sition presents the outage probability valid for an arbitrary α.721

Proposition 6: The outage probability of U�
2,i with the TZF722

scheme is given by723

PTZF
out,2� ≈ 1 − υfπ(R3 − R2)eπλf R2

2

2MΓ(NR)
Γ
(
NR,

(1 + Rα
1 )

ζ

)
724

×
NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m(1 + zα
m)k

725

× e−( τ2
ρr

+
τ2
ρr

zα
m+πλf z2

m), (42)726

where υf = 2πλf

1−e−πλf (R2
3−R2

2)
.727

Proof: See Appendix F.728

We observe that PTZF
out,2� , similar to the outage probability of729

the far users with RNRF user selection, depends on the number730

of receive/transmit antennas, the far user’s zone, the transmit731

powers and the path loss. In particular, PTZF
out,2� is decreasing732

with PS , PR, and the number of receive/transmit antennas.733

Moreover, PTZF
out,2� depends on the density of the far users, λf ,734

while PTZF
out,2 is independent of λf . In the high SNR regime735

and for the special case of α = 2, the outage probability of 736

U�
2,i can be simplified to 737

PTZF
out,2� =1−υfeπλf (1+R2

2)

2

NT−2∑

k=0

(
τ2

ρr

)k

(H(R2)−H(R3)), 738

(43) 739

where H(x) = e−(
τ2
ρr

+πλf )(1+x2) ∑k
j=0

(1+x2)j

j! ( τ2
ρr

+ 740

πλf )j−k−1 and we have used the integral identity 741

[30, Eq. (2.33.11)] to derive (43). 742

2) RZF Scheme: Based on the definition in (25) and using 743

similar steps as in Proposition 6, the outage probability of U�
2,i 744

with the RZF scheme can be expressed as 745

PRZF
out,2� ≈ 1 − υfπ(R3 − R2)eπλf R2

2

2MΓ(NR − 1)
Γ
(
NR − 1,

(1 + Rα
1 )

ζ

)
746

×
NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m(1 + zα
m)k

747

×e−( τ2
ρr

+
τ2
ρr

zα
m+πλf z2

m). (44) 748

3) MRC/MRT Scheme: Using similar steps as in Proposi- 749

tion 6, the outage probability of U�
2,i with the MRC/MRT 750

scheme can be expressed as (45), shown at the bottom of 751

this page. Equations (42) and (44) indicate that PTZF
out,2� and 752

PRZF
out,2� are independent of σ2

RR, whereas equation (45) shows 753

that PMRC
out,2� is a function of σ2

RR. This is expected since both 754

the TZF and RZF schemes completely eliminate the SI, while 755

SI exists in the MRC/MRT scheme. 756

In the special case where NR → ∞ and NT → ∞, 757

the outage probabilities of the proposed beamforming schemes 758

with the NNNF user selection can be simplified as (46), shown 759

at the bottom of this page. 760

C. Half-Duplex Relaying 761

Let us now focus on half-duplex relaying with the NNNF 762

user selection and MRC/MRT scheme. The outage probability 763

PMRC
out,2� = 1−υfπ(R3 − R2)eπλf R2

2

2M

NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m(1 + zα
m)ke−(

τ2
ρr

+
τ2
ρr

zα
m+πλf z2

m)

×
⎛

⎝ 1
Γ(NR)

Γ
(

NR,
1 + Rα

1

ζ

)
− e

1
ρrσ2

RR

Γ(NR)

(
ζ

ρrσ2
RR(1+Rα

1 )
+1

)−NR

Γ
(

NR,
1

ρrσ2
RR

+
1 + Rα

1

ζ

)
⎞

⎠ (45)

Pout,2∗ ≈

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0,
ρrNT

τ2
> Rα

3 + 1,

υf

2πλf

⎛

⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝

e

−πλf

�
������

�
�ρrNT

τ2
−1

�
�

2
α−R2

2

�
������
− e−πλf(R2

3−R2
2)

⎞

⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠

, Rα
2 + 1 <

ρrNT

τ2
< Rα

3 + 1,

1,
ρrNT

τ2
< Rα

2 + 1

(46)
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of U1,i and U2,i can be derived as764

PHD
out,1� ≈ 1 − πυnR1

2M

M∑

m=1

√
(1 − φ2

m)765

× e−μHD(1+cα
m)cme−πλnc2

m , (47)766

and767

PHD
out,2� ≈ 1 − υfπ(R3 − R2)eπλf R2

2

2MΓ(NR)
Γ
(
NR,

(1 + Rα
1 )

ζHD

)
768

×
NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τHD
2

ρr

)k M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m(1 + zα
m)k

769

×e
−
�

τHD
2
ρr

+
τHD
2
ρr

zα
m+πλf z2

m

�
, (48)770

respectively.771

V. OPTIMUM BEAMFORMING772

The schemes discussed in Section IV enable first-hop or773

second-hop SINR maximization of the far users by designing774

wr or wt,i separately when the other beamformer is fixed.775

In this section, we propose a method for joint optimization.776

Specifically, the problem of interest is to design the receive777

and transmit relay beamformers, wr and wt,i, that maximize778

the received SINR at the near users, given a targeted SINR779

constraint at the far user. In particular, we consider a scenario780

where the near users expect to be served with the best efforts,781

while the far users require to reach their own quality of782

service (QoS) requirement [9]. The optimization problem is783

expressed as784

max
wt,i,wr

min(γx2,i

1,i , γ
x1,i

1,i )785

s.t. min(γR, γ
x2,i

2,i ) ≥ γt, (49)786

||wt,i|| = ||wr|| = 1,787

where γt is a targeted threshold SINR required by the far user.788

From (7) and (8), it can be readily shown that789

γ
x2,i

1,i =
a2,i

a1,i

(
1 + 1

γ
x1,i
1,i

) , (50)790

which indicates that γ
x2,i

1,i can be expressed in terms of γ
x1,i

1,i .791

Introducing an auxiliary variable β ≥ 0, (49) can be792

expressed as793

max
wt,i,wr,β

β794

s.t. min(γx2,i

1,i , γ
x1,i

1,i ) ≥ β, (51)795

min(γR, γ
x2,i

2,i ) ≥ γt,796

||wt,i|| = ||wr|| = 1.797

In the optimization problem (51), the constraint,798

min(γx1,i

1,i , γ
x2,i

1,i ) ≥ β, is equivalent to the constraints,799

γ
x1,i

1,i ≥ β and γ
x2,i

1,i ≥ β. Using (50), (7), and (8), these800

constraints can be expressed as801

|fT
1,iwt,i|2 ≤ 1

β
s̃a1,i − r̃,802

|fT
1,iwt,i|2 ≤

(
1
β

a2,i − a1,i

)
s̃ − r̃, (52)803

where s̃ � PS�(U1,i)|h1,i|2
PR�(R,U1,i)

, r̃ =
σ2

n1
PR�(R,U1,i)

, and a2,i

a1,i
− β ≥ 0. 804

Accordingly, the optimization problem (51) can be equiva- 805

lently re-expressed as 806

max
wt,i,wr,β

β 807

s.t. |fT
1,iwt,i|2 ≤ 1

β
s̃a1,i − r̃, 808

|fT
1,iwt,i|2 ≤

(
1
β

a2,i − a1,i

)
s̃ − r̃, 809

min(γR, γ
x2,i

2,i ) ≥ γt, 810

β ≤ a2,i

a1,i
, ||wt,i|| = ||wr|| = 1. (53) 811

In (53), only γR depends on wr. 812

Obviously, for a given wt,i, the optimum wr is the one that 813

maximizes γR. This can be expressed as max
||wr||=1

wH
r hRhH

R wr

wH
r Cwr

, 814

where C � PSa1,i�(R)hRhH
R +PRHRRwt,iwH

t,iH
H
RR +σ2

RI. 815

Thus, the optimum wr is given by wr = C−1hR

||C−1hR|| . Substi- 816

tuting this wr into γR and applying the Sherman-Morrison 817

formula [38], γR can be expressed as 818

γR 819

= PSa2,i�(R)hH
R

[
D + PRHRRwt,iwH

t,iH
H
RR

]−1
hR, 820

= PSa2,i�(R)

[

hH
R D−1hR− PR|hH

R D−1HRRwt,i|2
1+PRwH

t,iH
H
RRD−1HRRwt,i

]

, 821

(54) 822

where D � PSa1,i�(R)hRhH
R + σ2

RI. Using γR from (54), 823

the optimization problem (53) is expressed as 824

max
||wt,i||=1,β≤a2,i

a1,i

β 825

s.t. wH
t,if

∗
1,if

T
1,iwt,i ≤ 1

β
s̃a1,i − r̃, 826

wH
t,if

∗
1,if

T
1,iwt,i ≤

(
1
β

a2,i − a1,i

)
s̃ − r̃, 827

wH
t,if

∗
2,if

T
2,iwt,i ≥ d, 828

wH
t,iH

H
RRD−1hRhH

R D−1HRRwt,i ≤ ewH
t,iEwt,i, 829

(55) 830

where d � γtσ
2
n2

PR�(R,U2,i)
, e � 1

PR

[
hH

R D−1hR − γt

PSa2,i�(R)

]
, 831

and E � I + PRHH
RRD−1HRR. Unfortunately, the opti- 832

mization problem (55) does not lead to closed-form solutions 833

of wt,i and β. Moreover, in its current form, (55) is not 834

convex. However, defining auxiliary variables β̄ and Wt,i, 835

where β̄ � 1
β and Wt,i � wt,iwH

t,i, and then relaxing the 836

rank-one constraint of Wt,i, (55) can be expressed as the 837

following SDR problem 838

min
Wt,i,β̄≥a1,i

a2,i

β̄ 839

s.t. tr
(
Wt,if∗1,if

T
1,i

)≤min
(
β̄s̃a1,i−r̃,

(
β̄a2,i−a1,i

)
s̃−r̃

)
, 840

tr
(
Wt,if∗2,if

T
2,i

) ≥ d, 841

tr
(
Wt,iHH

RRD−1hRhH
R D−1HRR

)≤e tr (Wt,iE), 842

tr (Wt,i) = 1,Wt,i � 0. (56) 843
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Fig. 2. Outage probability of the near users versus P for the RNRF and
NNNF user selection strategies with different density of the near users where
R1 = 100 m.

The SDR problem (56) is in standard form. Analyzing its844

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions and following a similar pro-845

cedure as in [36], it can be shown that a rank-one optimum846

solution can be recovered from the solution Wt,i. In this847

regard, the SDR problem in (56) is equivalent to the original848

problem (55). Then, wt,i is simply the eigenvector correspond-849

ing to non-zero eigenvalue of Wt,i.850

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION851

In this section, we present numerical results to validate852

our analysis, demonstrate the performance, and investigate853

the impact of key system parameters. The noise power spec-854

tral density is −174 dBm/Hz, the transmission bandwidth855

is 20 MHz, fc = 2.5 GHz [39] and we assume a normalized856

noise power of N0
β0

= −50 dBm. We set a1 = 0.2, a2 = 0.8,857

α = 3, and R1 = R2 = 1 bps/Hz [10], [18]. Unless858

otherwise stated, we take qr = 10 dBm, σ2
RR = −40 dBm,859

and PS = PR = P
2 , where P is the total transmit power.860

A. Outage Probability of the Near Users861

Fig. 2 shows the outage probability of the near users versus862

P for the RNRF and NNNF user selection strategies, where863

the analytical curves are based on Propositions 1 and 5.864

A close match between the analytical (solid line) and sim-865

ulation (dashed line) curves can be observed. In addition,866

results, not shown here, confirmed that the derived outage867

probability bounds in (39) for the NNNF user selection are868

tight. This is because, in the NNNF user selection strat-869

egy, the distance of the nearest user to the AP, i.e., dU�
1,i

,870

approaches zero, and hence the term 2R1dU�
1,i

cos(θr− θi) in871

dR,U�
1,i

=
√

R2
1+ d2

U�
1,i
−2R1dU�

1,i
cos(θr−θi) is small, which872

makes the difference between the bounds and the exact values873

negligible. Fig. 2 also shows that the NNNF strategy exhibits874

a superior outage performance in comparison to the RNRF875

strategy. Moreover, the outage probability of the near users876

with the NNNF strategy depends on the near user density λn,877

as elucidated in Subsection IV-A, while with the RNRF878

strategy, the corresponding outage probability is independent879

Fig. 3. Outage probability of the near users versus P for different radii of
the near user’s disc, R1, where λn = 0.0004.

Fig. 4. Outage probability comparison between the full-duplex (FD) relaying
and half-duplex (HD) relaying versus P for different levels of inter-user
interference strength where R1 = 100 m and λn = 0.0004.

of λn. In particular, for the NNNF strategy, as the near user 880

density λn or the number of near users given by λnπR2
1 881

increases, the outage probability of the near users decreases. 882

We investigate the impact of changing R1 on the outage 883

performance in Fig. 3. Increasing R1 has two effects on the 884

outage probability of the near users, namely, (i) increasing the 885

path loss (a negative effect), and (ii) increasing the distance 886

between the user and the selected relay (a positive effect). The 887

latter effect becomes dominant under NNNF user selection, 888

which leads to an improvement in the outage performance. 889

Specifically, in the NNNF strategy, the nearest user to the AP 890

is selected as the near user and increasing R1 will not change 891

its position notably. On the other hand, the outage performance 892

of the near user degrades due to the interference from the 893

relay to the near user, which decreases as R1 is increased. 894

As a result, the performance gap between RNRF and NNNF 895

strategies increases with increasing R1. 896

In Fig. 4, the outage behavior of the full-duplex and half- 897

duplex relaying is compared for the RNRF and NNNF strate- 898

gies with different levels of inter-user interference strength 899

under the “RF chain preserved” condition [7]. In the regime 900

of larger values of P , half-duplex relaying yields a better 901
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Fig. 5. Outage probability of the far users versus P for TZF beamforming
where MT = 3 and MR = 2.

outage performance. However, full-duplex relaying is shown902

to yield favorable outage performances in the low-to-medium903

range of P , especially for the NNNF user selection. Interest-904

ingly, when compared to the half-duplex relaying, the full-905

duplex relaying can reduce the outage probability by about906

63% and 55% in the NNNF and RNRF strategies, respectively,907

at P = 30 dBm.908

Finally, Figs. 2, 3, and 4 depict that the outage probability909

of the near users in the full-duplex relaying shows an out-910

age floor at high power values, for both RNRF and NNNF911

strategies. This is expected because the inter-user interference912

at the near users will be maximal with high relay transmit913

power, which reduces the outage performance. Sophisticated914

beamforming designs are capable of eliminating this floor,915

however, the penalty paid in the design is the additional CSI916

burden.917

B. Outage Probability of the Far Users918

Fig. 5 shows the outage probability of the far users versus P919

with the RNRF and NNNF strategies, TZF beamforming and920

different number of relays, where the analytical results are921

based on Proposition 2 and Proposition 6. Unless otherwise922

stated, the values of R1, R2, and R3 are set as 100 m, 400 m,923

and 500 m, respectively, and λf = 0.0004. It is observed that924

the NNNF user selection achieves a superior outage perfor-925

mance as compared to the RNRF user selection. Fig. 5 also926

shows that there is a difference between the approximate and927

simulation results. This is because the analytical approxima-928

tions in Proposition 2 and Proposition 6 are derived under the929

assumption, R2 � R1 where �(R, U2,i) ≈ �(U2,i). In addition,930

simulation results, not shown here to avoid clutter, showed931

that the deviation between the analytical and simulation results932

decreases as either R1 decreases or R2 increases.933

Fig. 6 shows the outage probability of the proposed beam-934

forming schemes with different antenna configurations for the935

RNRF user selection. In the ZF-based beamforming schemes,936

since the relay is capable of canceling SI, we see that the937

outage probability decreases with increasing P . However,938

increasing the relay transmission power results in a strong SI939

Fig. 6. Outage probability of the far users versus P for the beamforming
designs with different antenna configurations and RNRF user selection.

Fig. 7. Outage probability of the far users versus P for different R1, R2,
and R3, (R1, R2, R3) in meters, where MT = 3 and MR = 2.

in the MRC/MRT scheme, and hence the outage probability 940

shows a floor at high SNRs. Comparing the TZF and RZF 941

schemes, we see that the outage performances of TZF (3, 2) 942

and RZF (2, 3) (or TZF (4, 2) and RZF (3, 3)) are the same. 943

Moreover, for the case with MT = MR, RZF achieves a 944

better performance. For the TZF with (MT , 2), we see that 945

the additional transmit antenna could increase the SNR of the 946

second hop and enhance the outage performance. However, 947

the outage performance of RZF (2, MR) is less sensitive to 948

MR since in the considered system, the second hop channel 949

is more critical for the outage performance than the first 950

hop channel. This observation shows that it is not always 951

possible to deliver a notable performance improvement by 952

simply increasing the total number of antennas, and therefore 953

the configuration and beamforming design have to be carefully 954

decided. 955

The far user outage probability with beamforming designs 956

and user selection strategies for different radii, R1, R2, 957

and R3, is shown in Fig. 7. It can be observed from this 958

figure that increasing R3 (the outer radius of the far user’s 959

ring) degrades the outage performance of both the RNRF and 960
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Fig. 8. Outage probability gain of the far users versus σ2
RR for the

RNRF user selection and different beamforming designs with different antenna
configurations.

NNNF strategies due to the larger path loss. The negative961

impact on the outage probability is more pronounced in the962

case of the NNNF user selection with MRC/MRT beamform-963

ing. Also, for the fixed values of R1 and R3 reducing R2964

can improve the NNNF outage performance, however, for the965

RNRF strategy, the improvement is marginal. The impact of966

different beamforming designs on the outage performance is967

more significant with the NNNF user selection. Interestingly,968

with the RNRF user selection, in the case of R1 = 25 m,969

R2 = 125 m and R3 = 150 m, MRC/MRT outperforms TZF970

in almost all transmit power regimes.971

In Fig. 8, we compare the full-duplex and half-duplex972

relaying for different levels of SI and the RNRF user selection.973

More specifically, we plot the outage probability gain which974

is defined as Gj(MT , MR) = PHD
out,2

P j
out,2

, j ∈ {TZF, RZF, MRC}975

versus the SI strength, σ2
RR. We see that the full-duplex976

relaying can significantly outperform its half-duplex coun-977

terpart. Nevertheless, when SI strength is low (σ2
RR <978

−53 dBm), the gains achieved by the ZF-based designs appear979

to be limited when compared to the MRC/MRT scheme;980

e.g., GTZF(3, 2) = 3.45 as compared to GMRC(2, 2) = 10981

at σ2
RR = −70 dBm. In this region, MRC/MRT(3, 2) exhibits982

the largest gain. As observed, ZF-based designs do not suffer983

from SI, and hence GTZF and GRZF remain constant. On the984

contrary, GMRC decreases as σ2
RR increases.985

C. Performance Comparison Between the Optimum986

and Suboptimum Beamforming Schemes987

Fig. 9 compares the average SINR at the near users due to988

the optimum and TZF beamforming designs for the RNRF and989

NNNF user selection strategies. Since the received SINR at990

the near users are the same for the TZF, RZF, and MRC/MRT991

schemes, we only present results for the TZF scheme. Fig. 9992

shows the superiority of the optimal design over TZF design,993

which improves with the increasing transmission power. Fur-994

ther, it can be observed that in the relay-assisted NOMA995

system with the TZF beamforming, there is a noticeable996

difference between the received SINR for the RNRF and997

Fig. 9. The received SINR at the near users versus P for different
beamforming designs where MT = 4 and MR = 2.

NNNF user selection strategies, whereas with the optimum 998

beamforming, RNRF converges to the NNNF at high transmit 999

power regime. Therefore, with optimum beamforming and in 1000

the high SNR regime, the RNRF strategy provides a better 1001

performance/implementation complexity trade-off compared 1002

to its NNNF counterpart. This is a promising result since the 1003

RNRF scheme does not require the CSI knowledge of the users 1004

and provides greater fairness than NNNF. This observation 1005

reveals that the inferior performance exhibited by the RNRF 1006

in general, can be improved up to a satisfactory level when 1007

the optimum beamforming strategy is adopted. 1008

VII. CONCLUSION 1009

We considered downlink NOMA transmission between an 1010

AP and two sets of users aided by a full-duplex multi-antenna 1011

relay. We proposed both optimum and suboptimal beamform- 1012

ing schemes and derived expressions for the outage probability 1013

of the RNRF and NNNF user selection strategies. Special 1014

cases, where closed-form expressions were possible along with 1015

bounds on the outage performance, were also presented. Our 1016

results suggest that, with suboptimal beamforming designs 1017

there is a non-negligible performance difference between the 1018

RNRF and NNNF user selection strategies, whereas in the 1019

system with optimum beamforming, the RNRF user selection 1020

performance converges to its NNNF counterpart at high trans- 1021

mit power regime. Moreover, NNNF user selection is more 1022

favorable than the RNRF user selection for the networks with 1023

a larger radius of the near user zone. We also showed that 1024

ZF-based beamforming significantly improves outage perfor- 1025

mance of the far users, while the MRC/MRT scheme is more 1026

efficient for scenarios with low SI interference or scenarios in 1027

which the radius of the far user’s zone is large. In addition, 1028

full-duplex relaying with the proposed beamforming designs 1029

outperforms half-duplex relaying. 1030

As for future work, it would be interesting to combine 1031

NOMA and fractional frequency reuse-based schemes to 1032

further improve the performance especially in a multi-cell 1033

network as well as to investigate the performance of various 1034

transmission schemes with a multi-antenna AP. 1035
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APPENDIX A1036

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 11037

Let Y0 � |fT
1,iw

ZF
t,i |2 and Y1 = |h1,i|2. Applying (15)1038

and (16) into (14), the outage probability for U1,i can be1039

written as1040

PTZF
out,1 = 1 − Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(U1,i)Y1

ρsa1,i�(U1,i)Y1+ρr�(R, U1,i)Y0 + 1
>τ2,1041

ρsa1,i�(U1,i)Y1

ρr�(R, U1,i)Y0 + 1
> τ1

)
1042

= Pr

(
ρr�(R, U1,i)Y0 + 1 >

1
μ

�(U1,i)Y1

)
. (57)1043

In (57), if τ2 >
a2,i

a1,i
, μ < 0, and hence PTZF

out,1 = 1. On the1044

other hand, when τ2 ≤ a2,i

a1,i
, conditioned on Y0, PTZF

out,1 can be1045

expressed as1046

PTZF
out,1 = Pr

(
Y1 ≤ (ρr�(R, U1,i)Y0 + 1)

μ

�(U1,i)

)
. (58)1047

Note that we model the locations of the near and far1048

users as i.i.d. points in Dn and Df , which are denoted by1049

Wn,i and Wf,i, respectively, with their corresponding pdfs1050

fWn,i(wn,i) = λn

μn
= 1

πR2
1

and fWf,i
(wf,i) = λf

μf
= 1

π(R2
3−R2

2)
.1051

Therefore, (58) can be expressed as1052

PTZF
out,11053

(a)
=

∫

Dn

∫ π

−π

∫ ∞

0

(
1−e

− μ

(U1,i)

(ρr�(R,U1,i)y+1)
) 1

qr
e−

y
qr1054

× fΘi(θi)fWn,i(wn,i)dydθidwn,i1055

= 1 −
∫

Dn

∫ π

−π

e
− μ


(U1,i)

1+ qrρrμ
�(U1,i)

�(R, U1,i)
fΘi(θi)fWn,i(wn,i)1056

× dθidwn,i, (59)1057

where (a) follows from the fact that Y0 and Y1 are exponential1058

RVs with the cdfs FY0(y) = 1−e−y/qr and FY1(y) = 1 − e−y,1059

respectively. Substituting fΘi(θi) = 1
2π and fWn,i(wn,i)1060

into (59), we get the desired result in (17).1061

APPENDIX B1062

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 21063

Let us denote Y2 =‖hR‖2 and Y3 =‖f̃2,i‖2. Substituting γ̃R1064

and γ̃x2,i
2,i into (25), PTZF

out,2 can be written as1065

PTZF
out,2 = Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2+1
<τ2

)
1066

+Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2+1
>τ2

)
Pr (ρr�(R, U2,i)Y3 < τ2).1067

(60)1068

The RV Y2 follows a chi-square distribution with 2NR degrees-1069

of-freedom (DoF). Moreover, to guarantee the implementation1070

of NOMA, the condition a2,i

a1,i
≥τ2 should be satisfied. Hence,1071

PTZF
out,2 can be written as1072

PTZF
out,21073

= 1− 1
Γ(NR)

Γ
(

NR,
1+Rα

1

ζ

)
+

1
Γ(NR)

Γ
(

NR,
1+Rα

1

ζ

)
1074

× Pr (ρr�(R, U2,i)Y3 <τ2). (61)1075

The next step is to compute Pr (ρr�(R, U2,i)−αY3 < τ2), 1076

wherein the RV Y3 follows a Chi-square distribution with 1077

2(NT − 1) DoF. Moreover, since R2 � R1, we have 1078

�(R, U2,i) ≈ �(U2,i) [10]. Accordingly, 1079

Pr
(
Y3 <

τ2

ρr�(U2,i)

)
=

∫

Df

(
1−e−( τ2

ρr
)(1+rα)

NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

1080

×
(

τ2

ρr

)k

(1 + rα)k
)
fWf,i

(wf,i)dwf,i. (62) 1081

Applying fWf,i
(wf,i) = 1

π(R2
3−R2

2)
, (62) can be simplified as 1082

Pr
(
Y3 <

τ2

ρr�(U2,i)

)
= 1 − 2

R2
3 − R2

2

1083

×
∫ R3

R2

(
e−( τ2

ρr
)(1+rα)

NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k

(1+rα)k
)
rdr 1084

= 1 − 2
R2

3 − R2
2

NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k

Ψ0, (63) 1085

where Ψ0 =
∫ R3

R2
(1 + rα)k

e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+rα)rdr. For an arbitrary 1086

α > 2, Ψ0 is intractable. Therefore, we apply the Gaussian- 1087

Chebyshev quadrature method to find an approximation of Ψ0 1088

as follows 1089

Ψ0≈ π(R3 − R2)
2M

M∑

m=1

zm

√
1−φ2

m (1 + zα
m)k

e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+zα
m). 1090

(64) 1091

By substituting (64) into (63) and then the result into (61), 1092

we obtain (26). 1093

APPENDIX C 1094

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3 1095

Invoking (25), and substituting wMRC
r and wMRT

t,i into (5) 1096

and (10), the outage probability of the far users with the 1097

MRC/MRT scheme can be expressed as 1098

PMRC
out,2 = Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2 + ρrY4 + 1
< τ2

)
1099

+Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2 + ρrY4 + 1
> τ2

)
1100

× Pr (ρr�(R, U2,i)Y5 < τ2) , (65) 1101

where Y4 = |wMRC
r

†
HRRwMRT

t,i |2 has an exponential dis- 1102

tribution with parameter σ2
RR and Y5 = ‖f2,i‖2 follows 1103

a Chi-square distribution with 2NT DoF. PMRC
out,2 can be 1104

re-expressed as 1105

PMRC
out,2 = 1 − Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2 + ρrY4 + 1
> τ2

)
1106

× Pr (ρr�(R, U2,i)Y5 > τ2) . (66) 1107
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Using similar steps as in Proposition 2 and the approximation1108

�(R, U2,i) ≈ �(U2,i), we can write1109

Pr (ρr�(U2,i)Y5 > τ2)1110

=
π

M(R3+R2)

NT−1∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k

1111

×
M∑

m=1

zm

√
1 − φ2

m (1 + zα
m)k

e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+zα
m)k

. (67)1112

Thus, the remaining task is to compute I �1113

Pr
(

ρsa2,i�(R)Y2
ρsa1,i�(R)Y2+ρrY4+1 >τ2

)
which can be expressed as1114

I =
∫ ∞

1
ζ
(R)

(
1 − e

− ζ
(R)
ρrσ2

RR

)
fY2(y)dy1115

=
1

Γ(NR)
Γ
(

NR,
1

ζ�(R)

)
− e

1
ρrσ2

RR

Γ(NR)

(
ζ�(R)
ρrσ2

RR

+ 1
)−NR

1116

×Γ
(

NR,
1

ρrσ2
RR

+
1

ζ�(R)

)
, (68)1117

where fY2(y) = yNR−1e−y

Γ(NR) is the pdf of the RV Y2 and1118

[30, Eq. (3.351.2)] was used to simplify the integral. Finally,1119

combining (67) and (68), we obtain (31).1120

APPENDIX D1121

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 41122

Substituting (34) and (35), into (14) we obtain1123

PHD
out,1 = 1 − Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(U1,i)Y1

ρsa1,i�(U1,i)Y1+ 1
>τHD

2 ,1124

ρsa1,i�(U1,i)Y1 > τHD
1

)
, (69)1125

which can be written as1126

PHD
out,1 = 1 − 2

R2
1

∫ R1

0

e−μHD(1+rα)rdr, (70)1127

for τHD
2 ≤ a2,i

a1,i
. Applying the gaussian-Chebyshev quadrature1128

approximation into (70), the outage probability of U1,i with the1129

half-duplex relaying can be expressed as (36) if τHD
2 ≤ a2,i

a1,i
.1130

Otherwise, PHD
out,1 = 1. Moreover, plugging (10) and (33)1131

into (25), PHD
out,2 can be expressed as1132

PHD
out,21133

= Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2+1
< τHD

2

)
1134

+ Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2+1
>τHD

2

)
Pr

(
ρr�(R, U2,i)Y5 <τHD

2

)
,1135

(71)1136

where Y5 = ‖f2,i‖2 follows the Chi-square distribution1137

with 2NT DoF. Using similar steps as in Proposition 2,1138

we obtain (37).1139

APPENDIX E 1140

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5 1141

Similar to (58), PTZF
out,1� for U�

1,i can be written as 1142

PTZF
out,1� =Pr

(
Y1≤

(
ρr�(R, U�

1,i)Y0+1
) μ

�(U�
1,i)

∣
∣Y0, NU1 ≥ 1

)
. 1143

(72) 1144

By following similar steps as in the derivation of (59), PTZF
out,1� 1145

for U�
1,i can be written as 1146

PTZF
out,1� =

1
2π

∫ R1

0

∫ π

π

(
1− e−μ(1+rα)

1+ qrρrμ(1+rα)

1+(R2
1+r2−2rR1cos(θr−θi))

α
2

)
1147

× fn∗(r)dθidr, (73) 1148

where fn∗(r) is the pdf of the shortest distance from U�
1,i to 1149

the AP, which is given by [10] 1150

fn∗(r) = υnre−πλnr2
. (74) 1151

Substituting (74) into (73), the proposition is proved. 1152

APPENDIX F 1153

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6 1154

The outage probability of U�
2,i can be expressed as 1155

PTZF
out,2� = Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2 + 1
< τ2|NU2 ≥ 1

)
1156

+ Pr

(
ρsa2,i�(R)Y2

ρsa1,i�(R)Y2 + 1
> τ2|NU2 ≥ 1

)
1157

× Pr
(
ρr�(R, U�

2,i)Y3 < τ2|NU2 ≥ 1
)
. (75) 1158

Since R2 � R1, we can approximate �(R, U�
2,i) ≈ �(U�

2,i) 1159

and PTZF
out,2� can be evaluated as 1160

PTZF
out,2� 1161

= 1− 1
Γ(NR)

Γ
(

NR,
1+Rα

1

ζ

)
+

1
Γ(NR)

Γ
(

NR,
1+Rα

1

ζ

)
1162

× Pr

(

Y3 <
τ2

ρr�(U�
2,i)

|NU2 ≥1

)

. (76) 1163

We note that Y3 is a Chi-square distributed RV with 2(NT−1) 1164

DoF, and thus 1165

FY3

(
τ2

ρr�(U�
2,i)

)

1166

=
∫ R3

R2

(

1−e−( τ2
ρr

)(1+rα)
NT−2∑

k=0

1
k!

(
τ2

ρr

)k

1167

×
(

1 + rα

)k
⎞

⎠ f∗
f (r)dr, (77) 1168

where f∗
f (r) = υfre−πλf (r2−R2

2) [10] is the pdf of the 1169

nearest U�
2,i. Next, substituting f∗

f (r) into (77), we obtain 1170
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FY3

(
τ2

ρr�(U�
2,i)

)
= 1 − υfeπλf R2

2
∑NT−2

k=0
1
k!

(
τ2
ρr

)k

Ψ1, where1171

Ψ1 =
∫ R3

R2
e−(

τ2
ρr

+
τ2
ρr

rα+πλf r2)× (1 + rα)k
rdr. An exact1172

evaluation of Ψ is mathematically intractable. Hence, we use1173

the Gaussian-Chebyshev quadrature method to find an approx-1174

imation as1175

Ψ1≈ π(R3 − R2)
2M

M∑

m=1

zm

√
1 − φ2

m (1 + zα
m)k

1176

×e−(
τ2
ρr

+
τ2
ρr

zα
m+πλf z2

m). (78)1177

Substituting (78) into FY3

(
τ2

ρr�(U�
2,i)

)
and next the result1178

into (76), we arrive at the desired result.1179
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